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Written for the Rockland Gazette.
Jupiter. The world is made in wisdom, spa
‘ A note from the principal of the school a note from your teacher, with renewed com
father for the punishment inflicted, she said
T h e A n c ie n t G r e a t G la o ie r o f t h e cious and deep ; and man though reading it by
to him, in a grieving, not a chiding voice— where my son goes. B ead it for yourself ’— p lain ts.’
P en o b sco t B ay.
and, with a singular want of parental dolicaThe tone was not angry, and this created
• How could you do so, W illiam ?’
piece-meal,is capable nevertheless of comprehend
• 1 wasn’t in any harm, mother,’ sobbed cy and wisdom, he handed to the gentleman surprise. The boy looked up, h alf fearfully.
in g it. And nature has done everything for him
B
y J ohn D eLaski.
‘ I think we had better try a new school,’
the boy. • W e only went over into B ailey ’s the note ju st received. I t read —
necessary, that he might do so. He has eyes—
‘ 1 am again forced to complain of your added M r. W ilkins, now speaking with some
woods for some nuts.”
(Continued.)
very fine ones too—black, blue, and gray—and
Unless thing of cheerfulness in his voice.
• Still, you did w rong; for your father son’s bad conduct in the school.
This deposite of clay is the most extensive I I have looked into the profound depths of many
W illiam did not reply, but gazed wonderpositively forbade your going w ith those there is an immediate and decided improve
know of in New England. I t may be put a one, and read “ mystery ” there. And he
ment in his behavior, I shall be obliged, ingly a t his father.
boys.’
‘ IIow would you like to go to M r. B ar down a t one thousand square miles, though I has brain to direct them. Did you ever think
painful as will be the alternative, to request
‘ They’re not bad boys, m other.’
have no doubt of its much greater extent. I t of this, young man and pretty .maiden, that
clay ?’
‘ T hat isn’t the point, W illiam . Y our his w ithdrawal.’
may fairly be said to begin at the southern part though you have but a tithe of the strength of
‘ The lad I saw ju st now, is not meant,
‘ A t W estv ille?’
father’s commands must be your law. He
' Yes.’ ’
of Orrington, though Bucksport, Orland, and the horse or ox, you have more brain—nay,
has his own reasons, and they are good ones, su rely ?’ rem arked the gentleman.
*The same,’ answered M r. W ilkins.
* Oh, very much,’ was answered in a quick other towns south, have principally this for that of all tho creaturcd that passed before you
for not wishing you to keep company with
1
H
e
goes
to
M
r.
M
elleville,
I
see.’
voice
and
w
ith
a
brightening
face.
these boys. The wrong, on your part, lies
mation. From Orrington, it stretches away in the order of introduction upon this world of
‘ Yes, sir.’
‘ You have heard of him ?’
in the disobedience,’
north above the mouth of the Piscataquis river. yours—of fish, of reptile, of bird, and of great
I I t may be, th a t the boy is not so much
‘ Yes, sir. Edw ard Jones goes there.’
• W ell, I d id n 't intend to go with them,
I may say that the deposite might be represent mammals, that if the size of brain be compared
•V ery well. W e will go out there to
mother. W hen father told me not to do so, to blame as his teachers,’ said the gentle
ed by the figure of a right-angled triangle, to the size of the spinal marrow, you have as
morrow, and if M r. Barclay has a vacancy,
I meant to obey him. I always mean to man.
having its top wedged in among the hills of much as them all ? Nay, you not only have
obey him, for I know that is right.
B u t : ‘ Mr. M elleville’s school has the best repu I will enter you in his school.’
No more was said. N ot a reference was Frankfort on the west side of the river ; and on the sum of the whole races th at preceded you,
sometimes I fo rg e t; and sometimes I want tation in the city .’
to do what he has forbidden so very much j ■T hat doesn’t make it the most desirable, made to the past, nor a hope expressed, at the East, those of Dedham. The, vertical line but the gracious Creator, in the exuberance of
Co
r?
that it seems as if I couldn’t help going however. Your son, I should suppose, from the time, for the future. The new life was then, runs away north by tho foot of the Dix- his beneficence, gave you a “ double portion ”
For the Gazette.
wrong. I t was so this morning. L ast night a glance a t his face, is a bright, active boy, entered upon in a cheerful spirit, and soon mont range of hills to the Piscataquis, some of this wonderous power, th at you might bo
T o A. J S t a r .
I lay awake for a long tim e, thinking how full of impulse, and not very quick to think it was plain to all, th a t the wayward boy forty five-miles. The base line will stretch crowned“ kings and princes ” beforo him . I
bad come under the needed influences. He away cast at least forty miles, to tho Grand bethink me too, but never fully understood the
nice it would be to go to B ailey’s woods and of consequences.’
EMUA L. B.
'* You hit bis character pretty well. A dd had now help and encouragement, not angry Lakes of Washington county. We may trace allusion till connected with man’s superior
get some nuts. I t was the first thing I
Beuutiful star—in the heaven’s so far,
thought about Ibis m o rning; and, after perverse, and always more inclined to go repulse, and worse than useless punishment.
the hypothenuse from these waters back to our place upon the globe as the favorite of heaven,
Nightly I watch for your glimmering there,
breakfast, I asked E dw ard if be wouldn’t wrong than rig h t; and you have a fuller He was no longer compelled to ad ap t him
starting point, southwest, for more than sixty of that expression every where so prominent
And question not what your sphere may be
self to all surrounding circum stances; but
go with me. But, he’s never willing to go description.’
But know that you kindly smile on me.
anywhere. H e’s always moping about h o m e,1 ‘ A bad school for such a boy,’ said the there was a judicious bending of circum miles. W ithin this great area, the boulder in the divine Book—“ a double portion of my
or busied in a book. I didn’t want to go gentleman. ‘ If he were my son, I would stances to bis case ; and a wise guardianship clays are from one hundred and fifty, to two Spirit.” Alas ! how few arightly appreciate
Where Fin glad it beams on my joyous sight,
the “ good gift ” of the Father ! But, ere we
As if from my life it would keep all blight$
over him, looking to the repression of evil hundred feet thick.
by myself, for it isn’t pleasant to be all alone ’ remove him a t once.’
When I’m sad I trust to its twinkling afar,
In the clays a t Bangor, the bones of tho go, ju st look again a t this brain. I t is the
in the woods. So, when Mr. Jones’ boys
and the encouragement of what was good.
‘ W hy so ?’
And bless the smile of that beautiful star.
came along and said they were going to
‘ Tliero are over two hundred in the And so, instead of being warped and twisted whale were found, mentioned in the Scientific father of thy eyes, the originator of thy
through a false external pressure, he grew Report of the State, for 1801, on p, 388. The thoughts. Aye ! what thoughts arc born there
gather nuts, it didn’t seem as if it would be school.’
If I find in life’s journey its bleakness alone,
up into a goodly tree, bearing, in manhood, bones were nut found by Dr. A. C. Hamlin of in that strange casket !—human thought, that
very wrong to go with them— and so I w ent.’
That kind friends have left me my joys all have flown,
‘ Yes.’
I’ll never indulge iti griefs useless repining,
1 I t is very wrong to disobey your father,
fair fru it in rich abundance.
‘ A nd live teachers.’
Bangor, but were discovered by the workmen, takes hold of God—that flies swifter than the
But look for them there, where that bright star is shining. W illiam ,’ said his mother.
‘ I don’t know the exact num ber.’
while digging for the site of the present termi lightning—that calls aloud a t the gates of
Bucksport, September 12, 1662.
1 I know it is. B ut I wish he wouldn’t ' ‘ I do. And each of these teachers gives
A TOUCH OF MAGIC
nus of the Eastern Railroad. They were sup heaven, to enter and hold communion with
always be telling me not to do this, and n o t : instruction, in certain branches, daily, to
M y T r ib u te .
The following incident coneeraing Herrmann posed by the laborers to be rocks, and were angels—that desires to read the eternity of the
to do that, and not to do the other.
I each of those two hundred scholars. Now,
the great magiean, will doubtless interest some thrown into the carts and carried away with past—and that, holding the present in its tena
The thrilling bugles ring,
wouldn’t go wrong, nor get punished half so ; it stands to reason, th a t p articular ad ap ta of our readers.
And the vibrant drums are beat *,
tions are out of the question. A certain
often,’
The glory of our flag
“ My dear sir,” said a recently introducted the clays, as rubbish to be cast out with them. cious grasp, is ambitious also ofkreading the
‘ But, if he sees danger in your way, my routine of lessons is all th a t can possibly be acquaintance to us, “ allow me to say, with the Some one saw and noticed the peculiar struc future. Thou born knowledge-seeker! take
Illumes the narrow stre e t;
son, shall be not lift a voice of warning ?’ expected. A s to having special regard to profoundest possible of apologies^ that you do ture of these rocks and pronounced them thy sleep by day or by n ig h t! eat thy bread
The eager folk throng thick,
Great cheers oppress the air ;
The boy did not answer, ‘ There is danger the peculiarities of temperam ents and mental not know what you are talking about.”
and thy beef, and be merry if thou wish ! but
We had been discussing the arts magacian, “ bones.” The subject took wings to itself,
Our parting breaks my heart—
in an association with those boys,’ said the activities in scholars, th a t is out of the ques
and like a new-born hutterlly, it skipped here know thou that beyond all this, the voice of
as
now
professed,
and
I
had
been
denying
the
Yet I’m proud to think he’s there.
tion. Each has to be laid upon a kind of
mother.
of the Eternal Presence which ever covers thee,
possibility of any man’s deceiving me, without
‘ I never saw them do anything so very Procrustean bed, and, if too short, stretched apparatus, and immediately under my nose.— and there joyously through the city. Dr.
The drums sound long, swift rolls,
commands tliee to become wise, to ask, to seek,
wrong.’
to the required dimensions— if too long, It will be evident from this, that I had profound Hamliu caught a sound of the discovery, and
The bugles blow fierce cries.
and to know!— “ The stars in their courses
And marshalling fiery hosts
‘ W h a t would you say of boys who were shorn of some fair proportions. Only those faith in my natural rapidity and acuteness of repaired immediately to the locality. He sue.
Our flaming banner flies.
guilty of robbing orchards and hen roosts?’ who happen to be of the rig h t length, escape observation—a faith which, to tell the truth, I ceeded, I beliove, in obtaining the most of tho fought against Sisera.” Did they? So thought
The regiments sweep down
A red spot burned instantly on W illiam ’s injustice, and, it may be, life-long injury. had until this evening always considered myself members of the skeleton. I saw a couple of the Z/iemanand the woman, poets and heroes of
Into butilc’s smoke and glare ;
face. ‘ W ouldn’t you call th a t very wrong ?’ Does not this strike you on a moment’s re perfectly justified in entertaining.
vertahrm iu the possession of another person.— their nation ; and who would doubt it ? All
A terror chills my heart—
“ Nonsense, iny good fellow,” was my re
‘ Yes, m a’am .’
the high things and the good in the universe,
flection ?’
Yet I’m proud to think he’s there.
sponse ; “ you do not suppose that you could They are not altogether shaped like tiie joints
‘ O f such wicked acts have these boj s
‘ I never gave it a thought before,’ said pick my pockets without my knowing when of the spinal column of the whales which fre arc on the side of right, and how much more
The bugle shrills recalls,
been guilty ; and iuto such wicked acts you Mr. W ilkins.
and how it was done ?”
quent our coast. Tho bones, I understood, shall we see them clothed with power and glory
Accordant lings the drum,
may be led, my son, if you keep their com
‘ A boy, such as your son appears to be,
“ Perhaps no t,” was my quiet reply. “ How
as they bend over him, the knowledge-seeker, the
The stars flash victory
pany.’
cannot possibly pass through one of these ever, would you be contented if, without doing were sent to Prof. Agassiz, of Harvard College, truth finder ! The stars reach out their hands
From flags that flaunting come.
• W hy, mother ! Do you think I could be schools, where children are educated by so, I was to tell you everything you had in all who pronounced them belonging to an extinct
Pa*aus and hays await
species of the whale family, and named them, to beckon thee on ; and the very spirits of the
tempted to do such a thing ?’
wholesale, w ithout receiving perm aneut in your pockets ?’’
The brave who thus can dare j
wise of all the past, bend over thee with eyes
“ I laughed pleasantly, “ Most certainly,”
* You are easily tempted, W illiam — too jury. Troublesome boys are always marked
I believe. I am not sure of this, however, for
With welcome yearns my heart—
“
Imprimis
;
a
watch
in
your
right-hand
waist
of tenderness and encouragement. Let not joy
Yet I’m proud to think he’s there.
easily ; and this is why your father is so in such institutions, and gotten rid of as coat pocket.”
I have the impression, some way, that they
nor grief, poverty nor wealth, tho temptations
strict in his injunctions. I f he perm its you quickly as possible. Now, these troublesome
“ You saw the guard,” I said, still smiling : were finally sent to Prof, Richard Owen of
The bugles’ breath is faint,
of the young nor the distrust of the old, turn
to keep company w ith boys who rob orchards boys are, usually, those who have the greater
“ Made by Thompson, of Liverpool.”
The muffled drums speak slow,
London, the great comparative anatomist, for
and hen-roosts, he has no security th a t you force of c h a ra c te r; whose hereditary im
“ Somebody lias told you.”
And over arms reversed
a name. At all events, they got ebristiened, thee aside from the pursuit of the To K now.—
“ In your left waiscoat pocket, thirty-seven
will not be led astray into the commission pulses are strongest. I f wisely led into the
Our blood-dimmed flag droops low.
by hook or by crook; and had an appropriate An old hypocritical saint, neither poor nor ig
To a patriot sold ier’s grave
of the same evils; or, if not actually guilty right way, they make our best and most effi cents—small silver, copper, and one English
half-penny.”
Christian name, I presume, though I could not norant, very pretensious of much knowledge,
The valliant dead they bear ,
of such deeds, that you will be adjudged cient men ; but if, through defect of educa
whose nose was always in motion like a rabbit’s,
1 examined my left-hand waistcoat pocket.—
Thy hopes are slain, my heart—
guilty, because seen in the company of those tion, they go wrong, the world knows them He was right. How the dcuco did ho find that learn it—the sur name being already known,
Yet, oh ! he proud he’s there.
just as Cuvier named the mammoth, which was used to remark of the w riter years ago, that
as its worst enemies. They need the wisest out ?
who commit th em .’
“ ho might be something, but he’s always talk
W illiam looked serious, and stood for c a re ; the tenderest and most considerate
“ You have no pocket in your pantaloons, an ancient elephant—therefore he called it the
some time with his eyes cast upon the floor. treatm ent. They do not commit offences so excepting the old-fashioned fop.”
Elephas Primigcnius ; and another species being ing about what no body wants to know—history,
“ Well what is in th a t? ”
chemistry, or the stars.” Ah ! yes—wc can
• W hy d id n 't he tell me all th is?’ he at much from a purpose to do wrong, as from
tx j
•»
“
watch-key and a small siver tooth pick.” discovered in North America, Dr. Leidy of not always coniine ourselves to tho arms of our
length asked. ‘ I ’m sure, it I ’d known they hereditary impulses. These impulses, when
The watch-key was there. I t was an old one Philadelphia, called it the Elephas Americanus.
were thieves, I ’d never been caught in their they appear, should not excite our anger, which had managed to remain there since it So we see that this whale as a species, though mother earth. We muBtgo abroad, learning to
BAD BOYS.
company. But, th a t’s ju s t the way with but our pity. We should do all in our had found its entrance to that receptacle. But
“ dead and gone,” had a rig h t to a name—and walk, to run, and to soar aloft, perchance, if
fath er! H e’s always saying— D on’t do this, power to give the boy a moral strength to the tooth-pick—I had lost it for some three
need be, like the bird of heaven, And it is a
A W o rd fo r P a r e n ts a n d T e a c h e rs. or don’t do that. B ut never gives a reason.’ overcome in his daily temptations to wrong; days.—My hand dived alter it, and there it got it—as much as the pre-adamite elephant or fact, sorrowful enough to us, th at there are
‘ Hush, niy son. I t is not right to speak and, when he does wrong, while we ceusure was. My under jaw droped, and I stared at the original horse of the United States. I could men and ever will be, who, wearing the wellnot see Dr. Hamlin, who was in the army ; but
evil as evil, we should seek to inspire the my acquaintance uneasily, as he continued :
so of your father.’
BY T. S. ARTHUR.
“ Iu the breast pocket of your coat are five a person who said that he was himself present formed “ face divine,” and clothed in costlier
‘ B ut it's true, mother. I f he’d told me, youthful wrestler with cheerful hopes of final
letters, (of these lie gave me the addresses of
garments than Christ him6elf wore when tab
when he forbade my going with Mr. Jo n es’ conquest.’
two, written by myself, but not yet posted,) a at the time some of these bones were exhumed,
‘ I ncorrigible boy ! ' exclaimed M r W il boys, th a t they had stolen apples, and robbed
‘ Yon startle my mind with new views on lead pencil, Faber's No. 2, (it was true.) and a told me that there were probably about twenty, ernacling in the flesh, will persistently go down
kins, addressing a lad, who stood before him hen’s nests, do you think I ’d have been seen the subject,’ said Mr. W ilkins. ‘ A light is porte-monnie. Shall I tell you what is in five feet of sand and clay above the skeleton, and instead of up in the grado of moral and in
with flushed lace, and eyes resting upon the in their company ? No indeed. H e would breaking upon me. B ut, where are teachers th a t?”
that it did not repose in a horizontal bed or tellectual growth. Their vertebrated skeleton
floor. ‘ Did I not positively .forbid this ?’ have saved me from disobedience and pun to be found who will regard their scholars
“ No.”
matrix. He could not tell me in w bat direction connects them to the prone fish ; and fishy they
How
did
the
scamp
know
that
there
was
no
To the father’s augry interrogation, the ishment.’
with a wise and conscientious discrim ina
the body lay, nor bow much it dipped. The will live always. They have, like the whale of
boy answered not.
F arth e r rem arks, of this tenor, the mother tion ? W ho will take these active, trouble money in it?
“ Bot I will tell you what tliero is. There members of this anti-diluvian, which, however, Bangor, got a name after much ado ; but yet
‘ D id you hear me, sir ?’
did not perm it her boy to make. Their force some boys, and, in patience and long suffer is a lock, and a long lock, of blonde hair in a
the skillful zoologist would he much puzzled to
Still no answer.
came upon her mind with almost stunning ing, help them to overcome, their constitu half sheet of letter paper, with the name of—” bad lived and died very many thousands of
say to w hat species oi the genus homo these
• W illiam !’ M r W ilkins laid his baud, effect.
tional perverseness?’
“ There is no necessity, I muttered hastily, years before Noah and Adam came upon the
with a sharp grip, on the boy’s shoulder.
earth—if properly put together, m ight extend, featlierless bipeds belong. As to myself, I
A t school, W illiam was no favorite with
‘ Such men are to be found,’ replied the as I rose.
The latter raised his eyes, th a t were moist his teachers. Too rarely, indeed, do we gentleman. ‘ They are not many in num
“ And the age, I think, eighteen.”
I was informed, some twenty-five feet. The ought to be allowed, reasonably, to say this
“ Excuse me, my very dear friend I believe locality in which it was found, was many years much more, that I always recollected this one
with gathering tears, and fixed them, with find the intellectual endowment, requisite ber, however. One I do know, to whom I
in
you
now.
If
Old
Nick
is
not
at
your
elbow
an appealing glance, on his father s lace.
for a teacher, united with those moral quali induced my sister to send a lad who was
ago, the city burying ground ; and when Mount thing often told me—time is short. So every
‘ W hy don’t you answer me, say '? D id’nt ties th a t should ever be possessed by those always in trouble a t M r. M elleville’s, and constantly—put I beg your pardon. Good-even
ing I rearly can’t stay. 1 have made an un Hope, the present cemetery, was purchased, the day had, like Mercury, wings on its cap and its
I positively forbid your going with those to whom are committed the all-im portant who was finally expelled from the school.’
conscionably long call.”
bodies lying in the old one, were removed, and sandals. I became constantly admonished, like
boys?’
work of educating the minds of young im
‘ And with what result ?’ eagerly asked
I t was my first visit to Herrmann. Suffice it
Socrates, of a good demon who always repeated
‘ Yes, sir,’ was faintly answered.
that it will be my last. That man needs an un- the ground sold to the Railroad Company.— the same words, “ Make haste,” And nature
mortals. U nfortunately for W illiam W il- ' Mr. W ilkins.
‘ A nd yet, alter my prohibition, you went, kins, his teachers were men of no intuitive
■The happiest to be conceived. In less consionably long spoon who cats with the gen The clays here arc quite thick, reposing on the as well as Mr. Henry W. Longfellow, the rich
thus acting from a deliberate spirit of dis perceptions of character, and no unselfish re than a week after be entered this new school, tleman in black, or any of his particular friends, 'laconic slates. These must be on the north
poet, cries out to us that “ life is short and a rt
obedience.’
gard for the well being of others. The which is limited to twelve in number, both in private. The wine may be good and the side of the Kenduskcag river, over one hundred
is long,” and forever shouts it into our ears.
M r. W ilkins was much excited. He was natural impulses of this wayward boy were he and the teacher understood each other meats unexceptionable, but the company inter and fifty feet.
feres sadly with my digestion.
But to take one step backward, and get
rather a stern man ; quick in bis conclusions, reacted upon, in anger, and prejudged as if p erfec tly ; and now the utmost confidence
There arc many things connected with the
strong of will yet not intuitive in his esti they were deliberate purposes. Moreover, and good feeling exists between them. D e
another glance a t the Bangor clays—wc may
H ail Columbia.—In the summer of 1789, a
m ates of character. W illiam , his oldest as be soon acquired the reputation of being liberately, I am sure, my nephew would not, young man connected with the theatre at Phil discovery of this whale, which if looked into safely infer th at at the time they were forming
boy, from his proneness to go wrong, had a troublesome boy, he was observed more in any thing, offend his preceptor. A t M r. adelphia us a singer, was about to receive a a t the time the fossil was removed, might af the great valley of the Penobscot river was an
given him a great deal of trouble. To use narrowly, and censured and punished more M elleville’s, he was all the time under cen benefit on a certain Monday evening. On the ford data for very interesting conclusions, such
estuary again, wide and deep. I t has been
his own words, he was ‘ almost out of heart frequently than other lads guilty of like of sure for disrespect to principal or teachers.’ Saturday afternoon previous, lie called on -as the important matter of finding shells with
Joseph Hopkins, a rising young lawyer twenty- 1the clay and whether deep or shoal water a sea once before, perhaps many hundred thous
with him .’ H is second son. Edw ard, was fences. H e grew reckless in consequence.
‘ How was so great a change effected ?’ eight years of age, with whom he had gone to ,
and years had passed away since then—from
altogether a different lad. From his earliest His efforts to do right were never met by enquired M r. W ilkins.
school when a boy. The actor had but twenty i species. Was the clay apparently destitute of the close of the Secondary to the close of the
years, he had been mild and obedient. If approval, while his wrong deeds always
‘ By a mild firmness on the p a rt of the boxes taken, and his “ benefit ” would be a loss 1shells? Had it any resemblance or smell to
Tertiary, or a little later. High hills here and
his parents forbade his going any where, the brought a swift reaction.
teacher, in the beginning— an appeal to tlio unless he could get a patriotic song written to I sea-shore muck ? Were pebbles and boulders
prohibition was never regarded as a hard
Punishments, complaints, and temporary hoy’s self-respect— and such a generous out the “ President’s March,” then a popular air. ‘ interspersed among the elay? Did the clay al there looked down upon the turbulent waters.—
The great river was swallowed up in this sea.
ship. Possessing an innate power to ab  suspensions, marked the progress of his edu going of good will towards him, th a t he The poets of the theatrical corpse had tried |
stract pleasure from ordinary surroundings; cation, bringing with them additional pun could not but feel th a t his teacher was a their hand, but were satisfied that no words ternate with sand ? Sec., Sec. A little enquiry And what arc now the spacious lakes of the
in
this
direction,
however
unimportant
to
the
could
be
made
to
suit
that
air.
Hopkins
prom
content with the present good, whatever it ishments a t home. U nder such a system, true friend and not a tyrant. Affection for
State, were under water. Old Katahdin, the
might he ; he had little tem ptation to wan the boy’s life was rendered miserable, while, the office led this man to become an in ised to make the attempt. At that time there inexperienced observer, might produce facts to silent spectator of all the mighty doings of the
was a great discussion in the country as to the
der from right paths. How different was instead of growing better, he was daily grow structor of youth. Love of children makes policy of America joining either France or ■bear upon the Bubject, of very great magnitude past, looked down upon this inland sea, as the
the inherited character of W illiam W ilkins. ing worse— that is, less hopeful of his own him accurate in his perception of their char England in the war then raging between those | to tho geologist, in his conclusions respecting
hills of Mount Desert now are gazing upon the
He had a quick mind, and a strong im agina ability to do what was right. Never stim u acter, and wise in all th at appertains to their two nations and party spirit ran very high.— the time in the Glacial Era th at this whal’s re
tion, with covetousness, excitability, and a lated, through encouragement, except by bis real good. He never repels them by harsh Hopkins endeavored to write a song that should mains were deposited, and by what manner, sea around them—an ancient sea, in which a
few sharks and whales now and then entered
love of sensual pleasures. Now, it never mother— and the little she could do had or angry words ; but always so shows them be independent of the interests, passions and
and possiby one might get a very clear glimpse on their solitary expeditions for food. “ There
seemed to occur to his father, th a t the m ark small power to overcome the?adverse influ their faults th at good resolutions lor the fu- policy of both belligerents, and look and aim
exclusively for American honor and rights.— into tho nature of those remote ages. I t too
ed difference between W illiam and his ence exerted a t almost every point— and lure are aw akened.’
was not a man to till the ground.” No! the
He wrote “ Hail Columbia.” It was announced often happens, wc acknowledge with regret,
brother Edward, was something for which soured towards his father and his teachers,
coming of him upon the theatre of existence,
‘ I f I could only get my boy w ith him ,’ on Monday morning, and the theatre was crowd
the former was to be pitied, la th er than he was growing more and more reekless, and said M r. W ilkins, ‘ how thankful I would ed to exoess, and so continued during the sea th at by carelessness or ignorance in the oppor was yet but a thought lying enshrined in the
blamed. He thought of the boy’s perverse really beginning to think himself w bat his be.’
son, the song being encored and repeated many tunity of observing closely the minutite con mind of the Infinite, to be spoken from His
ness as acquired or deliberate ; not as the father most unwisely pronounced him— ‘ A
times each night, the audience joining in the nected with a discovery, a multitude of essen
‘ There is a single vacancy, I believe.’
chorus. I t was also sung at night in the streets tial facts are lost, and wo find ourselves not lips in the proper season, and to come forth in
fountain sending forth bitter waters, because boy doomed to disgrace both himself and
‘ Is it in the city ?’
the “ likeness of the Father.
by largo assemblies of citizens, and has now
it possessed no innate sweetness. Every family.’
much wiser after all, for what has been acci
‘ N o.’
become a national song.
Along the river side, both below and far
wrong act was set down as the offsprinz of a
Such was the state of affairs, when, one
‘ I am sorry for th a t.’ replied Mr. W il
dentally redeemed from tho past. Frequently
purpose to do wrong, instead of a yielding day, while a gentleman was in conversation kins. ‘ I have always been opposed to send
above the city of Bangor, I found the rocks
in
the
digging
of
wells
over
the
country,
wc
C
ustoms
of
J
ava
.—In
Batavia,
the
capital
to temptation. And so, he had no patience with Mr. W ilkins, W illiam came to him and ing children away from borne.’
polished and scratched as I had seen them on
city of Java, the houses, which ire as white as hear of the finding of shells, usually called
with the lad, who, it may be rem arked, was delivered some message.
the co a st; but I was struck with this peculiar
‘ N ot only a new school, but new domestic snow, are placed two or three hundred feet from
“ clam ” shells, “ mussels,” “ wrinkles,” and
a better boy than he had been a t the same
‘ Is this your son?’ asked the gentleman. influences aie often the best for a boy like the streets, the intervening space being filled I
ity : though the surfaces had tho same general
age.
‘ Yes, sir, th a t is my oldest boy,’ was an your son,’ was answered. ‘ Such a boy does with trees, literally covered with birds and “ skimmers.” But these are very vague ex smoothness, the striae were not specifically the
The father was excited a t his child’s dis swered.
not always find th at consideration a t home every variety of plants and flowers. Every Ipressions, and give those who discover them to same as on those rooks in the Penobscot Bay.—
obedience, and, rejecting all excuses, puu‘ A fine, bright looking lad !’ said the to which he is entitled. H is faults are he house has a piazza in front, decorated with understand nothing more than that the locali
They were made to correspond to the course of
ished him with unwonted severity.
reditary, and those from whom he inherits beautiful pictures, elegant lamps, bird cages, ties of such wells were once covered with water
man.
The mother’s deeper love for her children
‘ I only wish be was as good as he looks,’ them, (pardon iny freedom of speech,) are &c., while rooking chairs, lounges, &c., of the o f some kind. But tho skillful eye of tho the river, and were destitute o f perfect parallelism.
richest description, furnish luxurious accom
made her wiser. She better understood the replied Mr. Wilkins, in a voice th a t con not al . ays the most p atient and forbearing. modation for the families, who sit here morn naturalist, on seeing such organic remains, I have seen these scratches trending northeastground-work of W illiam 's cha ra cte r; could veyed quite as disparaging a meaning as his In fact, the reaction upon us, of our own ings and evenings. A t night the city is in comprehends the matter a t a glance, and tells southwest, and northwest-southeast. They in
see farther below the surface. W hen his words.
evils, in our children, is p articularly annoy one blaze of light from the lamps. All the you without hesitation, whether the water was terchangeably varied in direction, so th at one
hotels have grounds eight or ten acres in extent
father blamed, she only pitied ; for she saw
Instantly the countenance of W illiam , ing. Few parents can endure it.’
a sea, a lake, or a river ; and whether deep or could not tell by the crossing, which scratches
th a t in the boy’s mind were often intense which had brightened a t the stranger’s re
How deeply rebuked was Mr. W ilkins by around them, covered with fine shade trees,
were actually the oldest. I saw them on the
struggles with hereditary inclinings ; and if mark, fell. A few moments afterwards, he these words ! A new light was breaking into fountains, flower gardens, &e. Meals are served shoal, cold or warm. We ought to have cheap
he often fell he sometimes conquered. W ith was sharply reproved by his father, for tu rn  his mind, by which he saw himself in a new up in about the same style as at a first-class school books, which could be able to furnish banks of the river higher than I supposed the
hotel in the United States, although the habits the youth of the country with a deal of useful spring freshets usually reached.
In some
E dw ard, all glided on smoothly as a summer ing over some papers on his desk, when, position.
of living are quite different. At daylight,
se a ; for his impulses were to good rather with a flushed and angry brow, he went
I I ought to be my child's best friend,’ coffee and tea are taken to the guest’s rooms, information of this kind ; and might bo the places, the grooving tool seemed suddenly to
than to evil. To obey was an instinct o f his hastily from the room. The eyes of the said he to himself. ‘ I fear th a t I have been and again at eight o’clock, with light refresh means of rescuing many a choice bit of knowl have been withheld, or to have slipped out of
ments. At twelve, breakfast is served, and at edge here and there over the country, from the the hands of the icy engraver. I could not es
mind. O ften did Mr. W ilkins unwisely stranger followed the retiring form of the his worst enemy.’
hold up Edw ard as an example for his old boy with an expression of interest. F o r a
How salutary was the change th a t imme seven dinner. Coffee and tea are always ready realms of darkness. A mere accident, some cape tho conviction that these scratches were
est son,— the effect was to sow seeds of self- few moments he remained thoughtful and si diately took place. From Mr, M elleville’s day and night. No business is done in the times, makes a man—a single sentence in a cer executed by the freshet ice of the Penobscot
middle of the day, on account of the heat.—
righteousness in the breast of the former, and lent. In this pause, a lad came in, and, de school, W illiam was a t once removed, and
The nights are delightful; the birds are sing tain book—a few words of encouragement, or river. But on getting away from the banks,
anger towards his brother in th a t of the livering a note to M r.W ilkins, im mediately placed under the care o f the teacher so ing all night.
may be, a blow on the belly, as Sir Isaac New wherever the metamorphic slates cropped out
latter. V ery differently, however, acted the retired. An ejaculation of pain followed strongly recommended.
ton got a t school, which made him through above the boulder debris, there I could catch the
mother. She never repelled her erring boy ; the hurried reading of this note.
The boy, when he learned th a t a new
The following curious epitaph, it is said, may revenge, a philosopher; and forthwith the glances of my old friends, in whose venerable
but, even when grieved and offended by his
‘ More trouble,’ he said.
‘ That boy com plaint had been made against him by
be found in a graveyard in Italy ; “ Hero lies
worst faults, sought to draw him to her side worries me beyond all endurance.’
Mr. M elleville, suddenly prepared him self Estella, who transported a large fortuno to youth or the verdant young man leaps into the though silent society, I had passed so many de
and win his confidence. W hen he came,
*What is the matter ?’ enquired the for sharp rebuke or severe punishment.
heaven in acts of charity, and has gone thither arena of the world, armed with power and wis lightful hours. They were holding on their
weeping, to her room, and angry w ith his gentleman.
‘ William,’ said his father to h im ,' I have Ito enjoy it .”
dom, like Minerva springing from the head of straight and shortest path to to the sea—up
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hili and down—down one bank of the river
and up the other, under clay and sand—over
hill and dell, rig h t onward to the ocean, like
those curious land-crabs of the West Indies,
which are impelled once a year to visit the sea,
where they may deposit their eggs—eschew
ing all opposition in their path, th at they may
obtain a mathematically straight line, even a t
the destruction of their friends ; or to illustrate
the case by a northern example, like those
Teutonic races, which so mysteriously left their
natal homes in ancient times, and astonished
the sturdy Greeks and Romans by their bold
attempts to overrun the South. From the
mountain districts of Norway and Sweden,
from the plains of Germany, from tho isles of
Britian, from the vales of France—the Scandi
navians, the Germans, the Celts and the Gauls
press onward to bathe iu the sunshine of
Southern Europe. So these boulder striae in
some places crossed the river a t right angles to
its course. After descending the bank of a long
and steeply dipping plane, they ascended the
opposite one with the samo apparent ease and
regularity of march. Nothing was able but
for a moment to turn them aside.—And I may
remark, that the peculiar feature of the hills
to which I have frequently alluded, may also
be identified in the river wherever it deflects
from a south course. One sees the northern
hank, steep and broken down, even of the
highly altered slates ; and the south banks low
and gradual in their aecent. While attentive
ly considering this subject, as I passed down
the river, of a beautiful evening, I became
strangely possessed with the idea, th at surely
during the age just prcceeding th at of the
boulders, the Penobscot river was by no means
so large as at present. The fact that its waters
have ever been hurled against its southern
shores in all its windings, is not a sufficient ex
planation of the phenomenon. The northern
shores are bold and ragged, and do not bear the
marks of discharge of recent debris or masses
fallen from their 6idcs, and loosened by the
severity of our winters. I regard those slates
up and down the Penobscot river as far more
impervious to water than granite ; and nowhere
on any of our granitic hills have I seen the
exhibition of aDy remarkable discharge of de
tritus through the agency of modern winters.
And I have always found the edges of the larger
fissures well worn, showing that they were not
recent.
Wc now return to the starting point of our
exploration. I have examined the coast very
closely from the Camden mountains as far east
as Mount Desert, and tho region along the
Penobscot river above Bangor, at least fifty
miles north of Vinalhaven. I have without
any particular variation, everywhere witnessed
the same great exhibition of a power which
once long reigned supreme over the country.—
IJliavc seen the scratches on the rocky floor of
this area of more than two thousand square
miles, trending north-south ; rocks embossed
by the powerful Hand, into ridges following the
same direction ; valleys aDd lakes, and harbors
and coves often cut out of the solid rock, fol
lowing a similar trend ; evidence that hills have
been almost wholly uprooted, and their ruins
spread along the path of the destroyer ; and
even high mountains reached, stormed and
shattered, os man lias never yet accomplished.
Now, let me ask, what are the legitimate
conclusions to be drawn from all these data ?—
Is not the inference that this gigantic labor,
such as the sea, and the earthquake, and the
storms of heaven have never yet performed—is
tho achievement of a Glacier of the mightiest
magnitude? that the hand of the Ice-king was
laid, not in wrath, but in goodness and much
wisdom, upon the country which was to be in
the far-off future, a home prepared by God for
a race who should be great thinkers, workers,
and doers of “ every good and perfect work .”
But let us consider whether the presence of this
Glacier extended beyond the Camden moun
tains towards the W e st; or whether in that
direction, there be evidence that other glaciers
existed there also. If we cast our eyes over the
excellent map of Maine recently published by
Messrs J . Chace, Se Co., of Portland, and a t
tentively examine the hydrographic features of
tho state, we shall see that if a line be drawn
from the White Hills towards the great bend of
the Kennebec river at Skowhegan, and thence
in the same direction to the sea through Bluehill Bay, the rivers, the lakes, the harbors and
the islands of the country as we look a t them
from the coast, are given off on the right hand,
in a direction parallel to this line, and nearly
at right angles to tho course of tho W hite
Hills. There is much uniformity in the direc
tion, ranging north 20 to 30 degfSfa west, and
south from 20 to 30 degrees east. The hill?
when elongated in shape, conform to this rule
as far as I have personally examined them ; and
this peculiarity extends into New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia. On the other hand, west of
this line from the coast to the town of W ater
ville, these features are moulded in the opposite
direction, and embrace part of Waldo county,
the counties of Knox, Kennebec, Lincoln, and
Sagadahoc. But as we approach the W hite x
Mountains to the North and West of this
region, the case is again reversed, and takes the
first peculiar hydrographic features. The
White Mountains from their highest elevation,
stretch away over New Hampshire towards
Massachusetts in a more southwesterly direc
tion ; and still the rivers and lakes do not strict
ly radiate away from the hills a t rig h t angles
to their course. They all seem to be in haste
a t the shortest possible distance, to communi
cate with the sea. From Boston as far as I
have examined the boulder striae, along the
coast of Massachusetts towards the North, they
havo this course, up hill and down. From
Saugus to Capo Ann, ono may see a good illus
tration of this principle. The hills, too, have
the aspect of being bold on the south side, and
of easy descent on the North. High Rock in
Lynn is ot this character. The formation in
this and adjacent towns, is porphyritic trap,
and yet the rocks are often wonderfully worn
and embossed, A t Nahant, we find the striae
singularly distinct. They may be seen at
“ Castle Rock ” climbing the steep sid e; a t
“ Pea Island ” near the “ Swallow’s Cave,”
and on the north-cast shore, in front of the
summer residence of Prof. Agassiz. A t the
latter place one could scarcely fail to see that
neither diluvial currents nor icebergs could have
performed the denudation and the scratches.—
These glacial striae are very marked in many
places in Salem ; and a t Gloucester, I saw them
in the village; and a mile or two oat of it, OB
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structure of this locality is so singular, that I
an official bond with sureties to the amount of grounded on a military necessity ; that the lantly leading his brigade. Gen. Oglesby is
think when explored it will be fouud to be very have been the result of contraction of the perance Alliance, spoke in this city on last ing habits, which makes $100. The Overseer $500,000 ! I t is unnecessary to say that the Commander-in-L'hief of our army must have dangerously wounded. Gen. McPherson and
interesting. Whatever produced the troughs earth’s crust, such as had long previously’ been Saturday and Sunday evenings. The meeting of the Poor, in his Report to the City Council
the right to judge of the existence and of the his command reached Corinth yesterday.
among the bills of thie region in a new direc active ; but, possibly may have been connected on Saturday evening was at the Congregation- last spring, stated that in his opinion three- gentleman (?) who attempted to injure Mr. force of this necessity. I t follows that if he
Gen. Rosecrans pursued tho retreating
tion, so near the coast, affording beds for rivers with earthquake action more or less violent, and alist Church, but owing to the unfavorable fourths of the pauperism in the city was oc Jones’ reputation was not a t the polls.
has erred it was not by the assumption of a enemy this morning, and should they attem pt
casioned by rum. The ain't required for sup
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glacial action had a hand in molding the face of reached.
tially filled. On this occasion, too, Mr. Cars fourths of which was $2,361.39. Tho whole
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A fact daily passes before us, explaining our well was suffering under a very severe attack number of families helped by the city during
Gen. H urlbut is a t the H atchie river with
the country. The “ law of probabilities,” as
desire this measure, nor do I see its necessity.
the last year was about 60. Three-fourths of appears that Lieut. S. L. Carpenter, of the 17th But why should I not defer to the judgment of 5000 or 0000 men, and is, no doubt with the
the astronomer would say, is in our favor ; for land and sea breezes, that we have colder sum
there is law about the matter—not chance, but mers by the sea-side where the llowcrs blossom, of neuralgia, and quite too ill to be in a fit this number, according to the Overseer's Re Infantry, who was stationed here some months the President ? It was his duty to form and to pursuing column. From 700 to 1000 pris
destiny that the thing should be arranged just the grass matures, and the fruits ripen later condition to speak, but he talked half an hour, port, may bo said to have been rendered desti as a recruiting officer, has become a defaulter act upon this judgment. He lias acted under oners, besides the wounded, are left in our
60, as it is my destiny to eat bread and butter, than in the interior of the country ; and wc may and held the close attention of the audience.— tute by rum. We may safely say I think, that
pressure, but it was a pressure on both sides.—
an old woman's to gossip, or a young one's to continue to remark, that it is much less cold On Sunday evening, the First Baptist Church at least twenty of this number, but for the rum- to the United States, in the sum of about $7,- He knows all the filets upon which I could form hands.
(Signed)
U . S. G R A N T.
shops, would have possessed some property and 000, and is now in jail at Augusta.
admire tine dresses. My explanation of the by the ocean, though farther north, than at
an
opinion, and many which I do not. He
M ajor-General Commanding.
m atter is, that the hills towards the north-east considerable distances from the coast. The land was filled in every part by the congregation paid a tax of say $5.00 each, which would make
“ The International Bank in this city lias had must know better than I how far it will be a
ern base of this triangle arc higher than those both absorbs and radiates heat more rapidly which gathered to hear Mr. Carswell, probably $100. These three items, then, foot up the frequent dealings with U. S. paymasters and help and how far a hindrance in the work he
towards the south-west angle and the West, than w ater; and the latter receives its heat by more than seven hundred persons being present. sum of $2,561.39.
H eadquarters, J ackson, T enn ., )
disbursing officers, among whom was Lieut. S. has to do. And he must know better than I
The whole number of convictions in tho city L. Carpenter, of the 17th U .S. Infantry, mus whether such a measure was necessary to arrest
forming an irregular plane dipping towards the contact with land, as well as by exposure to the On this occasion Mr. C. spoko earnestly and
October 5, 1862.
)
last year, according to the Marshal’s Report, tering and disbursing officer a t Augusta. Last impending and important peril from abroad.—
West and the South ; and that the glaciers of rays of the sun, and is then distributed to the
this particular region, towards the close of their polar regions in great oceanic currents. Now, eloquently, and his address gave much satisfac for various crimes connected with the liquor week Lieut. Carpenter drew his check for $5,- Would it not be very foolish to suppose the M ajor-General H . W . HallecT, General-intraffic—including intoxication and selling—was 000 on the Sub Treasurer of the United States judgment of one who had only my means of
C h ief U. S . A rm y.
existence, took a south-westerly course. It is if land were more extensive in the tropical re tion to the large congregation.
evident enough that even in the same locality, gions of North America than at present, wc of
Gen. Ord, who followed Gen. H urlbut,
Judging from that of Sunday evening, it is 63. The average cost to the county for con at Boston, and it was cashed a t the Interna judgment, likely to be wiser than that of one
viction about $7.00, making $441. Of these, tional. Subsequently the check wns returned who has the means which the President pos
glaciers have not followed one invariable direc the North should have a much warmer climate,
met the enemy to-day on the south side of
tion. The trend of some of the embossed ledges and retaining this land, but loosing all in the an agreeable feature ol Mr. Carswell’s address twenty-three were sent to jail, for various terms, from Boston as “ not good.” In the meantime sesses.
the H atchie river, as I understand from a
being in a certain direction, and over them or northern te m p e r a t e Euiic a b o v e t h e p a r a lle l o f es that he disuppoints his audience in a most involving an average expense to the county Lieut. C. had become a defaulter to the United
A short time may determine whether this na
near them the stria? coursing along altogether the middle of Hudson's Bay, wc should have a acceptable way. Beginning his remarks in an of say $30 each, making $690.00. Besides States, and had'left Augusta. On Monday he tion is to live or die. And the influence of despatch, and drove them across the stream
out of parallel with these rocks, I think must still warmer one : yet loosing this land of the off-hand and most unpretending manner, with these cases, there were a number of appeals— was arrested at Newport and taken to Augusta, this war and its result may be as broad as the and got possession of the heights with our
how many, we have not at hand the means of and committed to jail. It is said ho had the world and as lasting as time. And how much troops.
go to confirm one in the opinion ; and so .1 lay Arctic regions without acquiring any equivalent
it down as a principle, that the scratches are territory on the south, wc should have a warmer none of the ornaments of rhetoric or graces of kuowing. but the expense of such eases may be whole amount received from the International wc arc doing which, in its greatness, is worthy
Gen. O rd took two b atteries and about
winter,
but
a
cooler
summer—a
sort
of
lateral
safely
estimated a t $150 in all. Here then is Bank about him. Rumors had been afloat for ot the h o u r! We arc pouring out our best 200 prisoners. A large portion of Gen.
oratory, promising only to talk to his audience
all rtcrnZ.speaking after the manner of geologi
cal events ; though some here and there crossing Tertiary climate, like that which preceded the a while upon a subject on which he feels earn an additional tax imposed by King Alcohol in some days a t Augusta in relation to his defal blood like water. Some of us—how many !—
Rosecran’s force were a t Chevalia.
each other, may differ in age of a few centuries, inauguration of the reign of Glaciers. And so estly, he presently warms with his theme and the county for the support of our 45 rumsellers, cation, and at one time it was reported to be offer up our sons and send them to the battle
A t this distance everything looks most
as follows:
or a few thousands of years. We must not wc might remark again, that if we had no land
very large. It is now said that he is a defaulter with a smile, and when they die, bury them favorable, and I cannot see how the enemy
thrills
his
hearers
with
bursts
of
genuine
elo
overlook another fact, that while the inferior in North America south of the parallel of thirtyFor criminal prosecutions
$441. to Government to something over $2,000, be aluiost without a tear. Can we not sacrifice
are
to escape without leaving everything but
surface of the glacier, the great Ice-field which five, the great body of the continent meanwhile quence, and holds their fixed attention by his “ Jail expenses
690. sides the amount received from the Internation our prejudices and our passions, our cherished
stationary, our summers would be
.
,
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,
, ... j„ _ _
must, at one time, have covered the country, remaining
150. al Bank.
opinions, our partizan habits and associations, their small arms.
,
q
l
-j
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c .-ii earnest and native oratory until he sits down— “ Expenses on appealed cases,
_
J
conformed more or less to marked inequalities cooler and more humid, and our winters ol still i
And we may add Grand Jury and wit
I have strained everything to take into
and even the assertions and declarations to
| which, by tho way, if lie spoke his usual length
of surface, the great body which was lifted up more rigor than we now realize.
ness fees in cases originally brought
The Daniel W ebster.—This favorite steamer which we stand committed ? May not these the fight an adequate force, and to get them
I t seems, therefore, a reasonable conclusion ] of time on Sunday evening, must always be
above the hills, kept on in the even tenor of
before the Grand Jury,
150. resumed her place on the route between Port sacrifices be made unless we are willing that all to the rig h t place.
its way straight to the sea, ju st as a wind, to me, that the area of New England was not i s00ncr than his audience desire it. Mr. Carsother sacrifices should be unavailable ? Is our
U . S. G R A N T,
„ .
though blowing hard from one point, will haul in the process of going down into the sea, as
$1431. land and Bangor this week, arriving here on her patriotism no longer patriotism, when it de
M ajor-G eneral Commanding.
and veer among valleys more or less opposed to generally believed, when glaciers began toform I wcl118 a ra P,d sPcakcr’ and •"« earnest senfirst
trip
up
river
last
Tuesday
morning.
Her
mands—not money, for that wc are ready to
Of this amount Rockland pays about oneamong
her
hills
and
mountains;
but
that,
on
|
tenees
often
crowd
and
sometimes
clip
each
its course. 1 have been over this country sev
third, which would be $477.
berths and staterooms have been repainted, but give—not effort, for that we are ready to make R e p o r te d Im p o r ta n t D is c o v e r y in
eral times within a year or two, but have not the other hand, it was gradually rising, and : other. He lias a strong natural talent for
Hero then is King Alcohol's Tax-warrant she still bears the marks of her recent sorvice. —not blood and life, for these we are pouring
this change, certainly
. .
,
, ...
had time to examine the surface closely. Along rhad been undergoing
N a v a l W a r fa r e .
o u t;—but submission—simple honest, real sub
..=
fi. .I
r ’ mimicry, and can provoke the lountains ot against the people of Rockland.
,
1
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the coast for forty miles, I saw the same specific from the earlier icrtiary ages. 11, therefore, I .
Captain Albert Wood is now her commander, mission, to constituted authority?
B at of A lgeciras, S pain ,
1
scratches and peculiar character of hills, as we admit uprising of the great body of the con- mirthfulness to overflowing, as well as stir the “ For the support of my loved and
For myself, I have now no polities, and de
and M. W. Farwell, Esq., is her agent in this
U . S. Steam Sloop-of-war K earsarge, >
faithful flock, who honor you
about the Penobscot Bay : but 1 cannot say in tinent to have taken place, with or without a deeper wells from which tear; arc drawn up.—
sire to have none, but the purpose of serving
city,
as
heretofore.
September
7,
1862.
)
by their residence and services
what direction I saw the striae coursing.
compensating submergence far south of us, we M r. Carswell, though a true Canadian, has his
my country, and therefore its government, in
975 00
in your midst,
$33,975
If we extend this kind of observation over the see that North America immediately becomes heart in ju st the place where a loyal Yankee's
The officers of this ship have, within the
2^* John B- Gough speaks in Bangor next every way thnt I can, and with the whole of
To defray the expenses of the little
world by examining the best mural maps of the cooler, on the simplo principle of elevation
the strength I possess.
last three days, been electrified by an inven
troubles w h i c h Temperance
Tuesday evening, and in Lewiston on Thursday
different continents, as those of Prof. Arnold above the sea. And wc find that prince of should be. He says “ we must allow him to
tion
of our first assistant Engineer, Jam es
people somestimes occasion,
4
Guyot, or Mr. Colton of Philadelphia, we shall physical geography, Prof. Arnold Guyot, of talk like a native, for he feels like one,” and
evening. Our people are very desirous of hear T h o S u c c e s s e s o f th e K e y s to n e S ta t e .
W . W hittaker, E sq., of Trenton, N . J .,
rinceton College, telling us the same thing— his impassioned allusions to our national strug For the support of the faithful pat
see by their hydrographic representations, that Prim
ing
him,
and
an
effort
will
be
made
to
induce
Side-wheel
steamer
Keystone
State,
9,
Com'r
which totally eclipses anything yet announc
rons who have expended their
glacial action has by no means conlormcd to one I that if the continent should bo very much more
2,561 39 him to name a time when he will visit this Wm. E. LeRoy, of the South Atlantic Squad ed on the all-im portant topic of iron-plated
all in our service,
general direction. Certain chains of mountains ! elevated than a t present, the country “ would gle ought to put the blush of shame upon the
ron, arrived nt Philadelphia from Port Royal
in the North, have sent off their glaciers in be a frozen, uninhabitable desert.” Neither, cheeks of secession-sympathizers among our
city.
on the 1st inst. Admiral DuPont arrived in ships.
various directions. Wc sec this evidence from j indeed, ought this consideration to shake our own people, lie denies that the heart of CanTotal
$37,013 39
F o r obvious reasons, I am not a t liberty,
this vessel, on a brief visit to his family, after
Nova Zembla, as far 6outhas glacial action has belief in the changes which our country is sup- ada jg a t aj] ;n sympathy with the rebels, and
T he Steamer Sanford.—The Sanford has been nearly a year's absence. He was accompanied a t present, to give the details of this power
This you will levy and collect in bread from
,,
,, , ,
,
. little children's mouths and shoes and stockings thoroughly repaired and made “ as good as by Fleet Captain C. K. V. Rodgers, and Secre
extended ; and if accurate maps were made of posed to have undergone. Wc sec this oscilla- ‘ ‘ ,
ful agent for the destruction of such ironthe country, like the new one of Maine, we tion of the earth's shell, this alternating move- says th at Canadian blood has been spilled n. from little children's feet—in clothing from
. now expected
, , to
, arrive ,here, on tary McKinley. The Keystone State has been plated antagonists as the M errimack and
• ,.
- .. ,
•
...
, new, „ and, is
might tell at a glance where glaciers have ex ment of upheaval and submersion, in theinsta- the cause of liberty and Union in every great their
shivering limbs—in everything that looks
,
1
,
engaged in blockading duty during the past
isted. One, I think, may easily be convinced bility of the continent of Greenland, extending battle in this contest, and that nearly every like luxury or comfort from the hearth of the | 'ler
trip to Bangor, next \i ednesday morn- ten months, and has captured nine vessels, (two Arkansas.
F o r its simplicity in design, completeness in
of this, if he looks carefully over some of the north and south more than fifteen hundred town of Canada has rent men into the ranks of broken-lieartcd wife and mother. She must
steamers and seven schooners,) among others
„„
. ,,
large maps and compares the featurcsofcountries nines. The southern coast lor six huudred , T. .
earn it for you with her needle, in her fireless
the Elizabeth, formerly the General Miramon, construction, and certainty of execution, it
T h e B a t tle a t C o r in th .
where glaciers have not iormed, with those miles, is gradually sinking beneath the sea, so the Lmon army. The present is Mr. Carswell s garret, a t midnight, although hunger gnaws
in which was a large cargo valued at $300,000 ; cann°f 8e excelled by anything yet invented
where they once existed in numbers and power. that the South Greenlander is timid to build first tour as a professional temperance lecturer, her and her brain reels —though her children
Cairo, 111. Oct, 7.—As yet we can only state and the Success, formerly tbe privateer Dixie. or advanced. I11 fact, it is the event of the
Compare the East and West India Islands with his permanent habitation near the ocean ; and !although he has spoken much in Canada during pine for a father's care and sicken and die from the general results of the fighting a t Corinth. On the 25th of last June, the Keystone State nineteenth century.
those of the North, and the rivers of South this state of things has been observed for about
a ...
__ _
want. . The father must, pay
it you,
though, he Skirmishing began on Tuesday last, and there gave chase to the rebel steamer Nashville, while
I t revolutionizes the whole theory of naval
four
hundred
years.
On
the
other
hand,
above
,
tllC
Pa6t
thrc°
J
^
r
s
Certainly
no
lecturer
,--j
-■ i • j
America and Southern Asia, with those of
takes it from the closed lidot Ins dead boyi pas [jein more or jcgg (jg|,tjng every day since,
to run the blockade of Charleston i warfare, and, as lono as its use is confined
Northern Asia, Europe, and North America. Upernavik, the continent is rising, as I)r. Kano has spoken in our city fo ra long time who has where a neighbor's sympathy has placed it." T|le re|,el loss is about 800 killed and from attempting
The
chase
was
three
hundred
miles,
in
the
diI
to
Qur QWQ
nQ ot|)er
in tfae WQrld
Africa when compared to Asia, is a rivcrlcss testifies, and is therefore growing colder, as the pleased our people so well. We have no liesi- The young men must pay it you, though they | 1500 to 1809 wounded. We
have 1500 pris- reetion ot Nassau, and was very exciting, both 1
,
/,
,
country. It is iu much the conditi in, I im natives assert. A similar process of elevation tation, whatever, in pronouncing him superior wring it in drachmas from the heart of a yearn- \ onera at (Jorintli and 300 on Hatchie river, and vessels being about equal speed. It lasted from cau be successful, no m atter how many or
,
„„
.
,
. . . ,,
agine, that North America was, previous to the and depression is going on in some parts of 2
ing motlier, or rend the afiectionate bosoni of a 1more C0QStant|„ COming in. We have taken 4 a. m. until 10 u. m Finally a heavy rain wllaJ; class of iron-clad ships may be brougnt
Glacial Era. Were North America hauled a Europe. At Cape North, the land is rising a t to 1Iuwlctt' lh cre 18 inorc hcar‘ IQ hls addrcss- sister. Hie husband must pay it you, though \ severa] thousand stand of arms thrown away storm coming on, all sight of the Nashville was ; against us.
little nearer the equator, or Africa pushed a ' the rate of four or live feet in a century ; and cs—they have the ring of genuine earnestness the blood of his innocent wife may interpose I , the rebe,8 in their fli ht T,
are most, lost. During the chase the rebel steamer was ; I t can be applied to any ship in the serlittle farther north, the latter I should suppose, I in the mouth of the Baltic, the phenomena of and devotion to the cause, and leave a good im- Ix't mothers grieve and sisters mourn, and : new anJ of Kn-nsl, m-.ikc.
obligcd to throw overboard her whole cargo, , vice a t a comparatively nominal expense,
might afford a very good illustration of the rise and fall of land, has been observed for a prc68ion. If Mr. Carswell continues to labor children freeze and famish, and wives die!
Our loss is believed to be about 300 killed and was constrained to use all of her fuel. As , anj when so applied even the M onitor or
ancient condition of our country during the longtim e. I cannot, therefore, reject this view , ‘ ,
„
, , . . . . . .
Iliesc rum sellers must livo, and their traffic and 1000 wounded. Many houses in the town H L T ' T ’l '^ l 0'
acallable wood-work o f ' njuw I rod3ides would be, when opposed, as
Tertiary ages. Her lakes arc large and mias of the process, by ■which this continent of North .^or tlc cause of total abstinence in this dircc- must be supported.
-•
>
I were badly shattered by shot and shell.
the decks and cabin was torn up. She, bow- , , ,
, n
, , , r 1J
matic ; her surface is sandy and barren ; and America became colder, and the empire of ice tion (as we trust he m ay), he cannot fail to gain
O what a burning shame ! $37,000 per year
On Sun’d Gen OrJd drovc t|)c c
five ever, finally went into Nassau under full sail, helpless as were the Cumberland and Conher rivers run lazily through a lazy country.
was established on the rains ol the kingdoms of a high and enviable reputation as a temperance to support these withering pest-houses and re- mi,e8 ovcr hf,|s and throlI h woods and vaJn
The Keystone State, during three weeks, assist- gress when attacked by. the M errimack,
After carefully considering all these matters vegetable and animal existence. It seems to me orato
advanta| 0 o f evcry wood for ed to sustain the bloekade from Port Royal to • O ur captain, chief engineer, and other ofpair their havoc . and all this in R o ek lan d -.n , thu rubu,g tak.
.
.
which I have heretofore mentioned—the infinite the most plausible of all the hypotheses offered ' °
these hard times, when men are out of employ- thcir jnfant a^ d
for thJ r arti,,c
Asobcr, where the Nashville is now hemmed in, Beers have examined it, and all concur in
may
wc^»
connection with the inen- uient and know not where the morrow s bread , Tbe fi ,,t ,as^.d 8uVcn ^ urs The rubul
abundance of the striie—their universality—the to explain the phenomena of the boulder times ; '
and during that period captured one schooner, pronouncing it a perfect success; and the
regular mechanical skill with which they were and that it is sufficient to solve all the difficult tion of these meetings, to pause and enquire for their little ones is to lie procured; when, R
° was killcd
the laniiie, whose destination was Nassau, Icaptain has detached the inventor from the
executed in every variety of surface, up bill and featurcsof the subject. We have no occular -\vbat is the condition of the temperance cause creditors clamor in vain for their jnst dues, and ! UeQ (J ,es, hag died of hig woundg Q
s s a w
u a r
,n
"
«■ j t
« « p '™ down, and along the sides of the bills—and the evidence that any such polishing and scratching .
T, , , , men plead poverty to the tax collector; when Ord wag g)i h j, wounded.
rending away from them of the mightiest masses aswe witness on the flour-rock of the country" m this community, icn years ago, Rockland people ask for a reduction of the school Lax,, PriSoners taken say their effective force in
________ ________
to report in person to the JNavy D epartm ent.
are
taking
place
in
our
day,
through
the
agenwas
the
“
banner
town
”
in
the
State
in
the
of granite—a n l seeing that one and the same
and retrenchment is called for in needed ex
T he Emancipation P r’ oclamat.on. - T I ic Cam-'
Pr° bab'y
° “ tb °
law had operated to produce the mysterious cy ol icebergs ; nor do the actual facts of their ranks of temperance. IIow is it now ? Cer- penditures! $37,000 for the support of crime this vicinity was 65,000. This is probably an
phenomena, I closed my portfolio of papers movements tend materially to substantiate the tainly if we can claim any distinction on the and woe and pauperism, when the city is bur over estimate, but it is ccrtikin they have out bridge Intelligencer, one of the most widely cir-i
, a- i
i .»
numbered
us
two
to
one.
,\ ,
, ,.
’ . P
J
d eed in g no experimensal trial, and tho
.
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complacently, perhaps, as the preacher with a theory, that the boulder phenomena were prodened with a debt to defray the necessary ex
ciliated and ably edited of the local journals of timc requireJ fo/ its constrllctioDi a lica.
good will shuts his bible after a “ sound ” dis duced by them ; nor docs any written testimony I temperance question, it must be of quite a con- penses of its government, and to support the
F r o m K e n tu c k y .
Maryland, and which is published in the large tion and readiness for action not exceeding
course, and said to myself, I can now solve this that I know of, afford us an example where the trary character. Rumsclling, in violation of families of its volunteers ! Where are the
Louisville. Ky., Oet. 7—Miduiglit.—Lexing- slaveholding county ot Dorchester, gives a three weeks’ labor in any of our N avy
“ riddle of the N ile”—this problem of doubt greatest floods have been able to engrave their the law of the State, is a free indulgence in Temperance men, who could if they would
come up to the he’lp of our Institution against [
„^i'
and perplexity, though others, perchance, may lootmarks on the rocks over which they have
accep
this community. On Main street^ between
and hearty welcome to the Proclamation of the \ Y ards, we trust soon to hear of its accephave done the same thing before ine. These passed.
these powers of hell, which so manacle and de- ing only about 100 there.
'" r" The" rebels° took' nn‘
sent to Camp Dick Robinson 7,000 barrels of Prcsident, and in the course of its remarks says tance by the Government,-and certain proofs
Park street and Crockett Block, there are at grade our people ?
(To be continued.)
parallel scratches on the rocks arc surely the
of
its
utility.
Tho
navies
of
the
world
must
pork from Chenauit & Co., packed on their own it never doubted that the war which the rebel:
footprints of a Glacier, its ichnolitcs as genuine
least twenty places at which liquors arc illegally
•An uclual fact, which occurcd in this city.
account, and for other parties, mostly seces inaugurated would prove the destruction of disappear before this new and terrible oppo
S h ip w r e c k a n d S u f f e r in g a t S e a ,
as those famous fossil footmarks of the Con
sold, exclusive of the places (nearly as many
sionists. They also took $90,000 worth of
nent, while through its aid the Union will be
necticut valley. Not only was the Penobscot
Barque Jos. Maxwell, Davis, from Phila
slavery. It adds :
Bay, the great fiord of the coast of Maine, occu delphia for Laguayra, before reported abandon more) where only ale is sold by the glass. To T e s tim o n ia l to a S o u th T h o m a s to n jeans and linseys from Oldham, Scott & Co.,
restored and tbe nation take her proDer place
“ There is another sense in which this is a war
S h ip m a s t e r .
which they have manufactured into clothing.
pied by a Glacier, which rose high above its ed, and crew brought to New York in brig Con this wholesale violation of law and demoraliza
o f freedom. There are other men in the South as director of the affairs of the world.
in Confederate
loftiest hills and terminated far beyond its outer flict, reports Sept. 10,8 .3 0 P .M .. blowing a tion of our population, neither the city authorAn elegant telescope has been received a t the The rebels paid for these goods
.
. .
to
be
freed
as
well
as
black
men.
*
The
white
,, •
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.
- scrip, unless the owner refused to receive it, in
islands in the deepest waters, but those lesser gale shippeil a heavy sea, carrying away every- jtjeg nor the people oppose any restraint.— Custom
The people of the West are getting im
House in this city, transmitted by the
evunt ny congideration wa8 „ iren .
men of the South need the strong arm of the
fiords to the East, and even along the western thing troui oil the main hatch, tearing the wa.
• ,
Reliable individuals from Lexington, who government to lift the yoke from their necks.’ p atien t for the opening of the Mississippi,
coast, were also covered with ice—nay, the ter casks from the starboard side ; bursting the | k iere *8’ oulsl^c of the comparatively small English Government, through the Department
rock embossing and scratching everywhere over bulwarks and breaking several stancheons. A t , number forming the temperance organizations, of State a t Washington, for presentation to have conversed with rebel soldiers, are confident These have endured a slavery far transcending and doubtless with reason. The St. Louis
the whole State, and even the face of the great 9 P. M. the sea burst in the cabin duors, filling ’a lamentable and general public indifference in Capt. Elias Sleeper, of So. Thomaston, for that a battle must ensue before the rebels leave that of the blacks. The social system of the News s a y s :
Kentucky. They say they prefer being killcd, South has never been anything short of despot
North, were most certainly performed by gla it with water and breaking everything b e lo w ,!,,.
,,
„„
,
rescuing the master and survivors of the crew captured or paroled rather than march over the ism—a tyranny equal to any of the age. The
“ There is a growing im patience in the
ciers, and not by diluvial waves or icebergs. carrying away booby hatch, and starting the thlS m attcr' 1,10 major“ ^ of our Pe°Plc a-rC
of
the
British
barque
Alma,
last
March.
We
mountains again. This seems to be the opinion mind has forever been bound here. Freedom of W est and N orthwest for the opening of tbe
Could this have been really so? Or is it one vessel leaking. At 11 P. M. a hurricane blew j undoubtedly willing that rumselling should be
opinion has never been tolerated below Mason
of those wakeful Arabian dreams, the creation away the topgallantniast short off by the cap. . stopped, if you will not trouble them about it. give the correspondence relating to the subject: of the whole rebel army.
and Dixon's line. Men have not been permit Mississippi, for the benefit of the vast inter
of an excited fancy alone ? No ! this is a great At 11.30 shipped another heavy sea, which | q'b(! jaw agajnst drunkenness is enforced to some
nal commerce of this valley. The river has
W ashington, September 21, 1862.
Commodore John A. Preble has been placed ted to hold, much less express, their own
truth—a truth which gradually grew upon me, swept the decks fore and aft of midship house,
,
S
ir
.—Her
Majesty’s
Government
are
desirous
in command of the “ River Navy,” as the flo opinions. A man might conscientiously have been blockaded for sixteen months, and the
like the unfolding of some insect lile—first it water casks from the port side, hatch boxes, , cstcn t- for lf a Poor drunken fellow gets too
came forth to creep and to grovel along the bulwarks, forecastle rails and stancheons. At : noisy and disturbs the public peace, he is of presenting the accompanying Telescope to tilla on the Ohio is denominated. The follow believed slavery to be a burden upon the State, effect upon the W est has been extremely
ground, to seek food hither and thither, and 11.40 commenced cutting away the forem ast; ! marched to the lock-up; but the source of the Captain Sleeper of the American Merchant ing is a list of the vessels, commanders, &c.:— but lie dare not let the public know that such burdensome.
were his convictions. » * *
Ship “ Pyramid ” of Thomaston, State of No.
There is a population of nine millions de
often in doubt—then in darkness to liccome si got part of the lanyards cut away, when she fell
Nome, oj Vessel
Comm.',n'!: OJJlce\
Guns.
• never meddled
m , with.
•„
,,
,
.
j
evil is
Wc can meekly
Maine, in acknowledgment of his humanity in 1 Emnui Du 11cun (Hug ship) lladgi
2 12-pound.
Let the mind be free ! Let the (acuities be
lent, and to commit itself to the cell of repose, on in the trough, of- Lthe
sea, and was hove down, ■
2 Spitfire
2 12-pound. unlettered! There can be neither prosperity pendent upon the Mississippi for an outlet to
Hooper
having,
as
reported
by
Her
Majesty's
Charge
d
’
that it might undergo a greater change. Anon and went over so far as to bury the tops in the : Pick UP tllc wounded in this way, but wc don't
2 12-pound.
3 .1 A Gurley
Stewart
m arket. B ut, at present the river is sealed
Wade
2 I'-pound. or happiness where these are enslaved. It is
it began to awaken to a newer and a higher water—cut away the main rigging, when she j dare to storm the batteries—a valiant execution Affaires and Consul General at Monte Video, 4 New Era
2 12-pound. degrading to any people. \Ye shall never ac by rebel batteries a t Vicksburg, and the pro
Sy mines
rescued at sea on the 5th of March last, the 5 Helliut
life, to breathe another kind of existence, to righted nearly full of water, the sea breaking . of jaw for these martial times I
2
10
p’d
rif.
ti
IL
B
Hamilton
Carnes
duce of the G reat W est is compelled to seek
Master and seven survivors of the crew of the 7 Ocean Collier
take wings and Eoar aloft, and to extend itself clean over her, tearing everything from the
2 12-pound. eomplish our magnificent destiny until these are
Wilson
There never was a time when we could so British Barque “ Alma ” of Trindad, which 8 Lady Franklin
2 12 pound. free. The war is unbinding them. The true the eastern seaboard by costly and slow ra il
Bazler
overall the North, the Psyche of a nobler, a poop, launching both boats and washing two of
2 12-pound. glory o f the war is not that it liberates the black, road transportation.
Shuuk
9 New Yoik
had
become
water-logged.
On
the
20th
of
that
diviner birth.
illy
afford
to
let
this
work
of
destruction
go
on
the crew’ overbuard. The second mate and one
2 32-pound.
Izetta
Kyle
month, Captain Sleeper put the Master and 10 Argyle
2 32 poui:d. but the white men o f the South. They are al
Within the past month, the railroads lead
And these glaciers at first scattered here and hand were lashed to the wheel in case she should in our midst as now. I f people have no sort of three of the crew of the wrecked Barque on 11
2 12-poui:d. ready beginning tu shout for joy. And when ing to the E ast have taken aa undue advan
12 Collage
there over the country, at last merged into one pay off before the wind—the rest of the men moral objection to rumselling and drunkenness board of the “ Rosetta ” of Cardiff', and as 13 W. A Healey
Ross
2 12-pound. the war closes they will join their voices in one
14 Ida May
W lot ten
1 12-pound.
which rose above all that had been called earth, were lashed in the mizzen rigging and inizzen
tage
of this dependence of the people of the
the commander of the latter vessel refused to
Florence
Godman
1 12-pound. loud hallelujah to the God of Liberty for their
and covered the country everywhere summer mast, and we expected every moment she would they ought to stand up and demand its sup receive any more of them, he conveyed the rest 15
West, and have gradually increased the
16 Lady Jackson
Kates
1 10-pouiul. deliverance.”
and winter for a hundred thousand years at go down. A t daylight it was still blowing a pression now, as a “ military necessity." Wc to Monte Video whither his own ship was 17 Moderaior
Williamson
1 12-pound.
Gul. Hamilton of Texas furnishes similar tes freight on all kinds of produce to a point
18 Indianola
Badger
2 11-incn.
least, as the winter's snow now whitens the hurricane, the sea making a clean break over, can’t afford this drain a t home, and we can’t
bound.
timony in regard to the condition of the South th at almost forbids shipments.
19 Chillicothe
2 11-inch.
ground—whose sublime and irresistible progress submerging all bands, rendering it difficult to afford to suffer in the field, as we have done,
1
have
accordingly
been
instructed
by
Earl
ern
people.
The freight on a barrel of flour to the A t
The two last-named vessels have been cut
had been from the interior towards the sea, in catch a breath, as the seas followed in quick
Russell to deliver this telescope to you and to
lantic is now $ 3 — nearly three-quarters its
the full tide of its power like nothing on earth, succession. Affairs continued in this way for from the blunders and incapacity of drunken request that it may be forwarded to Captain down and heavily iron-plated, and arc now in
the hands of the Department. These boats are
but which we might faintly compare to the a day and a half. At 8 A M. another man officers.
By the following extract from the letter of first cost here. Of course the charges upon
Sleeper, with the thanks of Her Majesty's gov all of light draught, and can be run to every
sugar, coffee, salt, iron, and dry goods from
march of Napoleon 's legions, the cyclones of the was washed overboard. During this day no
Men who have sinfully slept, while this ernment for his valuable services.
point of the river, even a t the present stage of an officer in the 33d New York regiment, it the East to the W est are coirespondingly
philosophers, or the waves of the sea which abatement in the gale, all hands remaining lash
Her Majesty's Consul a t Portland has been
will be seen that the graver circumstances of
man knows not how to resist. Only but for ed fast. 17th a t 5 A. M., the cook being com enemy has been so busy, Can't something be directed to pay to the owner of the “ Pyramid ” low water.
exhorbitant. The consequence is the West
war are mingled with jocularity. He refers to
awhile have they been turned aside by the lofti pletely exhausted, was washed overboard. done ?
is being bled to depletion, while the N zrth
the sum of £27-2 (sterling) for the subsistence
The Louisville Journal says ;—
est towers of the earth ; and these they have Throughout the night the gale continued, the
scenes that occurred shortly after the battle of
Wc have lately come upon an article (not of the Master and crew of the “ Alma,” while
and E ast are profiting by our misfortunes.—
“ If any of our army officers now in the face
often stormed and taken, demolished and borne sea washing over her. At daylight it moderated, our own) w ritten more than a year ago for one
Antietam :
on
board
of
his
vessel.
Simply
as a relief to the people of this val
of
the
enemy
choose
to
resign
on
account
of
any
them in their Roman triumphs before them, and the poop deck came out of water about two
1 have the honor to be with high considera thing done or notdone by Congress or the Presi
“ Over six hundred wounded and dying men ley, tbe Mississippi should .be opened at
and buried them in the profoundcst depths of feet, but the sea still washed over her ends. of our Division papers, which we print below tion.
are
within
call
of
me,
in
and
around
the
barn.
dent,
they
should
be
sent
instantly
to
Fort
W
ar
the sea.
The gale now going down, set signal of distress, and commend to those who wish to form an
once, even if it requires an arm y of 200,000
Sir, Your most obedient,
Those brought in last from tho field are suffer
ren or some other military prison.”
W hat then, wa6 the modus o,[ the great change and had'calm weather, but no water or provi estimate of what rumselling costs us. There
Humble servant,
ing fearfully and dying rapidly. Many are un men and a navy of gunboats to do it.”
by which this continent was converted from a sions. 21st, five days on the wreck ; nothing has certainly been no diminution in the traffic
The
Unionists
in
Camden
county,
N.
C.,
W, STUART.
dergoing amputation of arms and legs, some
subtropical, Tertiary climate, to one oflong-en- to cat or drink ; calm weather. 23d, at 7 A. M. or its attendant evils in the city since the time
have petitioned President Lincoln for permission bearing it most heroically, others indicating by
Hox. W illiam H. Seward.
A n O ligarchy.— The State of South Caro
during, intense cold? Wc know that the Arc lat. 28 40, Ion. C9, saw a sail, which proved to
to drive all the rebel families out of the county. their cries acute agony.
lina contains 29,000 plantations, containing
tic regions have had their Silurian, Devonian, be the brig Conflict, of and for New York, Capt. to which the estimates refer. Here it is :—
I f permission is granted, they promise two loyal
D epartment of State, )
There is a tone of hilarity incident to nil
Ruland,
from
St.
Kitts,
who
came
to
our
as
4,072,551
acres of improved, and 12,145,Carboniferous and Liassic ages, and doubtless
regiments lortlie Union, half of which have been this, for there is singing, whistling and joking
Washington, Sept. 24,1962. J
“ W h n t o u r G r o g -S h o p s Coni U s .”
048 acres of unimproved land, valued at
Others, and therefore a warm, climate, and for sistance, rescued us, and kindly cared fur us as
The number of liquor shops in Rockland is Davis Tillson, Esi/., Coelector o f Customs. IVa/- already raised—one cavalry and the other infant almost constantly. I will give a sort ol resume :
only
a
sailor
could
do.
aught wc know, well-furnished with sunshine ;
One of the 15th Massachusetts, badly wound $ 8 2 ,4 3 1 ,6 3 4 ; averaging to each 561 acres.
ry___________________
estimated at 45. By actual count of those visi
doboro', M aine:
for there the coraloids of the earlier eras flourish
The government is based on the constitu
B eat this who can.—Ghristopher Beckwith, ble, we know that the number cannot fall far
R evival.—Quite a religious revival has been ed, calls out to another, ‘ Hallo ! Billy, is that
S ir.—I herewith transmit a telescope for
ed, and did in the language of Genesis, “ bring of Huron county, Ohio, has eleven sons. About
short of this estimate. Let us see how much it presentation, on the part of Her Britanic going on in the First Baptist church. Yester you?’ ‘ Yes.’ ‘ How did they cut you ?'— tion of 1790, and amendments added to it
forth abundantly,”—-one dynasty after another a year ago they cast lots to see which one should
costs Rockland to support these 45 grog-shops. Majesty’s Government, to Captain Sleeper, of day morning ten persons, five young ladies and ‘ O ! not bad ; goin’ to have my leg chopped at various periods. The right to vote re
through infinitely long periods—colonies per stay a t home. The lot fell to Charles, being
First, the annual rent of these shops ranges the American merchant ship “ Pyram id,” of five young gentlemen, were baptized by immer off in the morning’; did they hurt you much ?’ quires a freehold of 50 acres in ordinary
haps that had go’ue argonauting like the rest the youngest. Thereupon ten enlisted. When
from $50 to $300 each, $125.00 being a fair Thomaston, Maine, in acknowledgment of his sion in Kenduskeag stream, just above Mill ‘ No ; left arm shattered to the devil, that's all.' cases. The Legislature is elected annually.
less Phoenicians, from more southern regions of the last call was made, Charles, the last of the
average. This makes the sum of $5,625 per humanity in having, in March last, rescued Hill Bridge. Rev. Mr. Small administered the One poor fellow tries to limp a few steps, and A Senator must be th irty years old, a resi
America; and those animals of the Lower boys, with the consent of his parents, came to
year lor rent. The average number of persons the Master and seven survivors of the crew of rites to the candidates. A large audience was is greeted with the precaution in the first lesOolite, the Saurian sharks, king-fiends of the this city and enlisted in Captain Sample's com in a family is said generally to be five. Now a
Bons of the manual, viz : ‘ Left, left, le f t!’— dent citizen five years, and if resident in the
the British barque “ Alma ” of Trinidad, and present.—Bangor Times.
age. and the patrician Ammonites, who seemed pany, and is off for the war.
that is, left foot first, &c. A man was brought district, must own a freehold worth £ 3 0 0 , if
family of five individuals cannot live, as the
to have little else to do, than sail their fairy
The entire family, at last advices, were well average of our rumsellers’ families live, for lets the copy of a note of the 21st iustant, from
F ire in N ewcastle.— The house and barn oc in wounded in both legs—helpless, of course.— non resident worth £ 1 ,0 0 0 . Representa
Her Majesty’s Charge d ’ Affaires here, on the
barks about in the finest weather, cat late and and doing good service. Again we say, beat
than
$500
per
year.
This
may
bo
considered,
cupied by Charles Gore in Newcastle, was des As they laid him down he kept repeating ‘That’s tives must have resided in the State three
subject.
delicate dinners, and retire when satiated, for this who can.— Clcaveland Leader.
bully ! That’s old persimmons ! Thank you !
wc think, a fair and reasonable estimate for the
1 have to request that you will cause this troyed by fire on Tuesday morning. The furni You have fixed me up nicely ! Regular old pan y e a rs ; if resident in the district must own
a nap, like gentlemen, quietly away into the
domestic
expenses
of
each
family,
making
the
ture was saved in a damaged state. Loss about
a freehold or 500 acres, and 10 negroes, or
high
testimonial
to
be
delivered
to
Captain
profound and silent caverns of the deep. How
cakes !’ This morning both legs aro oil', he
T rial of P rojectl.es.—A great experiment
$700 ; no insurance.—Bath Times.
wonderful has been the change which lias con in projectiles took place a t West Point,25th ult. snug sum ot $22,500 per year. The item of Sleeper without unnecessary delay.
having laid on the battle field for three days ; real estate worth £ 1 5 0 ; if non-resident must
personal expenses for each of these 45 grogI am Sir,
verted this abode of ancient life into an empire A target of six one-inch plates, made of the sellers, for their own drink and treating friends,
own
real estate worth £ 5 0 0 . The Governor
Deserters from Savannah report the arrival but he is as jovial as ever. One of my Ser
Your obedient servant,
of everlasting cold!
iron manufactured for the turret of the first may be safely 6et down at an average of ten
of Beauregard, who bad made a speech to the geants was wounded by a ball in the thigh.— is chosen by the Legislature, and must have
F.
W.
SEWARD,
Assistant
Sscrclary.
But even here in those remote times, when Monitor, supported by a heavy oak backing, cents per day this is not large, because their
troops, pledging to retake Fort Pulaski in 30 When told that the ball could not be extracted, resided in the State 10 years, and be pos
Nature was bestowing her now unfashionable of stonework, was pierced by the projectiles in liquor costs them but little—which makes a
L ime R ock D ivision, S. of T.—The following days. The Fingal and another Battery would he said, ‘ Well, that is a good way to carry it sessed of a settled estato worth £ 1 ,5 0 0 ,—
patterns of existence on the humble and mother vented by C. W. Stafford, of Burlington, Iowa. sum of, say $30 each, and $1,350 in the agrenlong, as a relic, home ; can always have it in The Lieutenant Governor is chosen and must
be ready iu two weeks.
ly earth—not that she had in store nothing of a Captain Parrot's hundred pounder in this test gato per year for personal drinking expenses. are the officers of this Division for the current
the family.’ ’
be qualified in like manner.
nobler 6tyle and wiser meaning, but that the sent first a projectile through six inches of iron. Now, it is to be presumed that these men are q u a rte r:—Freeman Harden, W . P .; E. K.
A Pennsylvania company, who were guarding
Tho people do not vote directly for Gov
matron who was ever ready to meekly accept I t was the opinion of all present that the shot making something above their expenses—how Glover, W . A.; Z. Pope Vose. It. S.; Albert a bridge on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad;
The London Morning Star states that there ernor or for President.
the gilt, was not old enough yet to be clothed would have gone through two or more inches, much it is difficult to estimate, but $100 each Lawry, A. R. S.; O. G. Hall, F. S.; John R. about halfway between Hancock and Cnmber
is upwards of two millions sterling worth of
There
is no middle class in South Caroli
in the garb of mature wisdom and power—had as it broke a large stone over a ton in weight per man is certainly low enough to set it, which
Burpee, T.; Ileman Burpee, Chaplain ; John land, Md., were all taken prisoners on Saturday. goods in store and afloat in Nassau, N. P ., des na. Tho population consists (out of the
those regions been elevated like the Alps above completely in two, and sent bolts and backing makes $4,500 for all.
At the same time a cavalry force captured tbe tined for the Confederates.
Lovejoy,
C.;
John
N.
Ingraham,
A.
O.;
G.
H.
the sea, perpetual snow would have clothed the over a hundred feet.
Let us recapitulate and see how much all this
encampment of the rebels, with artillery, wag
towns, which are few,) of planters and a
bills, and sent out its messengers of death in
amounts to in a year :—
Phillips, I. S.; M. W . Merrill, O. S.
ons, &e.
sort of peasantry.
The delegates to tho
The Oregon legislature has passed a law re
every direction ; Glaciers would have descend
The yellow fever a t Wilmington, N. C , has 45 Rum-shops’ rent, average $125
Legislature
are frequently elected by a dozen
ed from every valley towards the sea ; the vast not abated. On Monday there were 43 new
per year,
$5,625 CO
An unlicensed pedler in Portland was ordered quiring all parties having claims against the
Lieut. Col. Ben Perley Poore has resigned his
voters (large landholders, and the affair is
peat beds and the luxuriant growth of the cases.
Several doctors had been sent from 45 Rum sellers’ family expenses,
commission and his position in the eighth Mass. on Saturday to find bail for appearance a t trial, State Treasury to take the oath of allegiance
befon
boundless marine marshes a t Mellville Island, Charleston.
$500 per year,
22,500 00 Regiment.
refusing to do which, he was

Trade is considered as not exactly suita
ble to a gentleman. M erchants (retail) are
called “ shopkeers,” and are not upon a so
cial equality with the planters.— Norfolk,
(K a.,) Herald.

T h e B a ttle o f C o rin th .

Cg-Qur readers will see that W entworth has
heavily reinforced his stock for the fall and
winter campaign, with a large variety of the
best goods in his line, and of the latest styles.
Call and Becuro the good bargains that are
always given a t No. - Spofford Block.

j^ -M ayo & K ai.er have just been making a
large addition of rich and seasonable dry goods
St. Lovis, Oct. 8.—The correspondence of to their former stock. The ladies arc requested
the Democrat has the following details of the
to call and see them.
battle at Corinth :—
On the morning of the 3d [Friday] our outWe would let everybody know th at Bar
posts were attneked by the enemy in force about
six miles northeast of Corinth, and before 9 rett, No. 1 Berry Block, though he lias but a
o'clock the engagement became general and small advertisement, to which attention is di
tierce, and a sanguinary battle was fought.
rected, has a Zaryc slock of choice Dry Goods,
Our men under Gen. Rosccrans, stood up manfolly and fought with great coolness and bravery, &c., in store ready for purchasers.
but regiment after regiment and brigade after
brigade poured in upon us, and we were forced
Rebel intelligence from Savannah reports an
slowly backwards lighting desperately. The unsuccessful federal attack on the batteries at
rebels pushed forward with determined obsti St. John’s on the 1st inst. The Union troops
nacy and held every inch of the ground they subsequently marched a mile to the rear of the
gained. They endeavored to outflank our in battery, when a fight began. No particulars
ferior force and we were obliged to fall back arc given.
still lurther to prevent this movement from
being accomplished. The enemy were now in
S T O . II. P erry, a t No. 1, Perry Block, Lime
side our breastworks, pushing us backwards
towards the town, when darkness put an end to Rock street, has just opened a new stock of
the fighting for the day. During the day’s clothing, hats, caps, furnishing goods, etc., to
fight our loss was heavy, but that of the enemy which we would call the attention of purchasers.
must have largely exceeded ours. Three pieces
of the 1st Missouri battery were captured.—
y^*The Ladies will please not to overlook
Brig. Gen. Ilackleman fell mortally wounded
a t the head of his men, and the same evening Sisiontoxs ’ new advertisements of new and
fashionable
dry goods, nor to call and examine
Gen. Oglesby was shot.
About 4 o clock on the morning of the 4th them before purchasing.
the enemy opened briskly on the town with
shot and shell. Our batteries replied, and for
Kg- Rev. G. J . Adams will preach in the
an hour or more heavy cannonading was kept Beethoven Hall in this city, next Sunday after
up. At the expiration of that time two rebel noon and evening. Seats free.
guns had been disabled, and shortly after day
light their battery of seven guns was captured.
Tue F irst Term, for civil business, of the new
A portentous <juiet soon occurred, and it was
evident some movement was being made by the Police Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
enemy. The Western 6harp-shootcrE. under holden on the first T uesday of May, 1801, and
Col. Burke, were ordered forward as skirmish hereafter, on the first Tuesday of each month,
ers to feel the enemy. At half-past nine they at nine of the clock in the forenoon.
met him three-quarters of a mile in advance
No action will be entered till the w rit is
of our line of battle, advancing rapidly in
heavy columns upon the town. Immediately placed on file, which must be done during the
a murderous fire was opened on this heavy line first hour of the Court, on the returned days.
by our skirmishers, who slowly began to retire.
No second continuance will be granted, ex
The woods seemed alive with rebels, and it apj
peared impossible for the gallant regiment to cept by agreement of parties, or for cause
escape destruction in their retreat over the shown.
three quarters of a mile which intervened be
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
tween them and our temporary works of de
M. W. FARWELL, Judge.
fence. For a few minutes the engagement be
Rockland, April 24, 1801.
came general Our batteries opened a destruc
tive fire on the exposed ranks of the rebels,
mowing them down like grass. Their slaugh
M A R R IA G E S
ter was frightful, but with daring recklessness
thev pushed impetuously forward. They
charged our works desperately, broke our lines In this city 7th inst., by Rev. II. a . Hart, Mr. James
of Union, to Miss Mary M. Orbeton of this city.
of infantry
a small fortification ?ossi»tt
„ and captured
_
In West Cambridge, Sept. 10th, Ant ini II. Danforth, of
in which a battery of the 1st Missouri W as West Cambridge, and Columbia M., daughter of Mr. S. P.
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B o ra x , B o ra x .

P a t e n t M e d icin es.

MAYO & KALER
mustt-Bic

SEA SO N A BLE GOODS
in which customers can find Goods to suit their wants r<
the most reasonable rates. They will sell as LOW as
the LOWEST, being satisfied that

V

The largest number of sailing vessels ever in
Holmes Hole Harbor at one time, was seen there
Yesterday—in all about 200, from a 1200 ton
ship down.
The Lewiston (Me.) Journal Eays that the
Androscoggin and Bates mills are both at work
on the army duck, producing about 15,000
yards per diem. The Pepperell and Biddetord
is also making 10,000 yards daily. The con
tracts are immense. Tents arc wanting both
old troops and new.
It is reported that Gen. Morgan’s advance
reached Frankfort, Ky., Wednesday afternoon,
nnd that 3000 of his men arc approaching that
place. Our troops had left Frankfort.
A terrific fire, extending over half a mile,
was raging at Oil City, Pennsylvania, last
Wednesday evening. The loss then was stated
a t $200,000.
The municipal election in Baltimore Wednes
day resulted in the election of the uncondition
al Union candidate for Mayor, and the entire
Union Council ticket, with a single exception.
The Washington Star says that bonds of the
Conlederate government have been secretly sold
in Baltimore at 15 cents on the dollar, or $1000
bonds for $150, payable in Baltimore or United
States currency.
Some R esults of the U. S. W ar.—A gentle
man conversant with the particulars informs us
that the war between the North and South has
bad a most disastrous influence upon the export
trade of Nova Scotia. Before the commence
ment of hostilities, our sister province made reg
ular and extensive shipments of fish, potatoes,
cordwood a n d lime, maiuly to the Southern
States, her sailing-craft Tuning up into almost
every bay, river, and inlet, along the whole sea
board, Iruin Eastport to New Orleans; return
ing with such staples as the industrious and
thrifty Nova Scotians required—and sending up
the St. Lawrence such surplusage as there might
be, nearly all of it coming to this port.
W ithout at present going into the details, we
simply state that the result of the conflict is said
to be nearly the complete cessation of that
trade—the deficit for 1801, as compared with
the preceding year, amounting to fully $1,000,
000, (the war having existed during eight
months out of the twelve.) The estimate for this
year is that the deficiency will be much greater
—for the present the shipping trade of Nova
Scotia is almost entirely confined to the West
Indies.—Montreal Witness.
Contrabands at P ort Royap. A Port Rayal
letter says contrahanqs are arriving there qaily
by hundreds. A brigade of five thousand will
soon lie organized and ready to bear the brunt of
an action, or do the hard work of intrenching, if
necessary.
Tea sixteen dollars a pound in Petersburg, Va ,
calico a dollar and a half a yard, nnd United
States treasury notes are selling a t 75 per cent
premiun.
Col. Hamilton of Texas is urged for Military
Governor of Texas, wish Cassius M. Clay as
commander. It is proposed that the two go
together with a division of soldiers and 50,000
armed citizens. The expedition is projected to
cooperate with Eli Thayer’s to Florida. Five
thousand men have already offered themselves
to Thayer, and a wealthy ship owner of New
York proffers three first-class steamers for the
enterprise.
I t is understood that disabled volunteers or
such as arc not sufficiently strong to serve in
the field, will be detailed for guard duty in the
hospitals.

a r io t y ,

BIG STOCK

V ER Y LOW

lo r th e T IM E S ,

NOW OPENING AT

Silks, Detaincs, Tliibets, Cashmeres,
OTERMANS, GINGHAMS, OPERA FLANNELS,
CLOAKS AND CLOAK CLOTHS,

O. H . P E R R Y

C L O TH
For Mon and Boya wear."

HAS JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON WITH 'HIE

H ATS, C A PS,

Best Selected Stock

F L A N N E L S , H O S IE R Y , A N D G L O V E S .
SONTAGS. HOODS, CARPETINGS, NEW STYLE
FEATHERS Ate., &c.,

E. BARRETT.
3w4l

U It N A L

DRY

G O O DS,

Singing School.
rjIHE subscriber will open a Juvenile Singing Class, at

CU STO M A N D R E A D Y M A D E

CLOTHING,

GRACE s t r e e t sc iio o e r o o m ,

BOOTS, S H O E S ,

C o m m e rc ia l H o u s e ,
B

O

O

T

S

&

S

H

O

E

S

c

on Wednesday, October 8, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
TERMS—For 24 Lessons, 75 cents each.
—ALSO—
An Adult Class al 7 o’clock, P. M.
TERM S-Ladies, $ 1.00. Gentlemen 1,50.
ALBERT SMITH.
Rockland, Oct. 4, 1662.
2w41
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CLOAKINGS AND CLOAKS.

Tt'oelilaiiO, Ale.
Boaiideks—Transient and permanent, accomodated on
the most leesouuble terms.
Stages leave this house dally for Bath, Bangor and
Augusta.
C arriages always in readiness to carry passengers to
und from the bout.
Stahlino for Horses as low as the lowest.
Rockland, October 2, 1862.
41tf

H A TS A N D CA PS,
-------AND-------

P R IC E

GENT'S F U R N IS H IN G

T. E . & P . J . SIM O N T O N ,

A S S E S S O R ’S N O T I C E .
PL E A SE CADE AND EXAM INE

B e fo r e

P u r c h a s in g

E ls e w h e r e ,

Rockland, Octobers, 1862.

C .1 L I . S . m SillE, .I T

' rn n E undersign
I J sor in the
I State under the Internal Revenue Act, hereby notifies the
J inhabitants of said Division that lie will be present in the
; respective towns for the purpose of attending to the duties
of said ofiice outlie following days.- Washington Mills,
j Oct. 6 ; West Washington, Oet. 7 ; No. Union, forenoon,
I Oct. 8 ; Union Common, afternoon 8th, lorenoon 9th ;
So. Union, afternoon 9th ; E. Union ami So. Hope 10th ;
Hope Corner 11th ; Camden Harbor 13th ; Rockport 14th;

BOUNTY,

P E N S IO N S

XO, 1 P E R R Y ’S B L O C K ,
L im e R o c k S t., R o c k la n d . M e.

1> A . Y

42tf

pitOMP’T LY

MAYO & K A LER

PORT OF ROCKLAND-

D K Y

A

i

C L A .I M S ,

DISTRICT NO. 9.
T owns of .
Winterport, Monroe, Jackson, Thorndike, Unity, Knox,
Tzoy, Freedom ann Burnham—Reuben A. Rich, of Win
terport, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 10.
T owns of
Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton, Searsport and Swanville
—Charles A. Pierce, of Frankfort Assistant Assessor,

DISTRICT NO. 12.
T owns of
Islesboro’, Northport, Lincolnville, Belmont, Searsmont
Morrill, Mont ville. Liberty and Palermo—David Howe of
Lincolnville, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 13.
T owns of
Washington, Union, Hope, Appleton and Cam denWilliam H. Meservey, of Appleton, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 14.
T owns of
Rockland, South Thomaston, North Haven, Vinalhaven,
Matlnicus Plantation, and Muscle Ridge Island Plantation
—Jeremiah Tolmaa of Rockland, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 15.
T owns of
Thomaston, W’arren, Cushing, Friendship and St.
George—Barney W. Counce of Thomaston, Assistant
Assessor.

In the appointment of Assistant Assessors 1 have en
deavored to select persons of good business habits, favor
ably known in their several Districts, and well acquainted
with the character and value of property to be taxed.
Each Assistant Assessor will be supplied with a copy of
Rockland, Sept. 27, 1862.
40 tf
the Law of Congress authorizing the Assessment, and will
be instructed to give persous interested all necessary in
formation as to the requirements of the Act.
The law contemplates that the Assistant Assessor® shall
rpiIE Subscriber offers for sale on liberal terms all th® i have free access to the Assessment List®, Books and rec
1 Real Estate of the late EDMOND GROVER. Said ords of the several towns iu their respective Districts, to
property consists of the homestead of the deceased and ! enable them to find out proper objects ol taxation, and it
one other dwelling house on the same lot. Also two pews i is expected that citizens will give them all reasonable fain the Freewill Meetinghouse, in this city. Further in i cilities to enable them to collest the lists of taxable prop
erty, as promptly as possible.
formation may be had by culling on the subscriber.
All persons engaged in the various branches of business
„
LUCY GROVER.
requiring a License, under the provisions of this Act,
Rockland, Sept, 19, 1862.
39tf
which took effect the first inst., are requested to call on
the Assistant Assessor of the District where they reside,
who will furnish them with the necessary blanks, tc ob
J X T O T I O jE .
tain a License, from the Collector of the District.
The Assistant Assessor will also furnish Manufacturers,
&c., who are required to muke monthly returns, the ne
M RS. BI. T . BI. B A R R O N
cessary blanks for that purpose.
N’ATII’L A. JOY, Assessor.
W I L L give INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANO FORTE
I I and GUITAR, Hlao in SINGING and THOROUGH
j BASS. She will be found at theeouse of Samuel C. F es 
senden , E sq , corner of Maple and Cross Streets. IlavJU S T R E C E IV E D
l ing had several year’s experience in this department, she
, hopes to give satisfaction to her pupils.
; Terms make known on application,
A L a rg e a n d F resh . S to c k o f
i Rockland, September 16, 1862.
4w39
jN o

.

-1 J le r r y U lo e k .

F o r Sale.

F A L L STY LES

ured by the subscriber as follows

DRUGS AND

I . P ci
I tary or nu
I I . PensiouM fo r W i d o w s of Officers, Soldiers I
j or Seamen, dying of wounds or diseases received in the j

Respectfully invite purchasers of

Arrived.

before making your purchases.

Lost.

October 2, 1862.

STO RE.

October 10, 1862.

Please examine our S T O C K and P R IC E S

her moorings at ’Jix Island, Muscle Ridges, on
TUESDAY night, Sept. 30lh, a Connecticut built one
I?ROM
, sail center board boat, about 22 feet long and about 10

feet wide, painted black outside, with a white streak and
! green bottom, Yellow deck, blue streak inside, a counter
j stern, white mast head and small stationary fly. Whoever
I will return said boat or give information of her where.i
] iabouts
shall be
ably rewarded.

DISTRICT NO. 6.
T owns of
Verona, Bucksport, Dedham, Otis, Mariaville, Amherst,
Aun?ru’ Waltham, Easlbrook. and all the townships north
of the n.’?ove named towns in Hancock County—Ephraim
II Hardin, Mariaville, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO, 7.
T owns of
,
.
Ellsworth, Surry, Orland and Bluehill—John n . Par
tridge, of Ellsworth, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 8.
T owns of
Penobscot, Castine, Brooksville, Sedgwick, Brooklin,
Deer Isle and Isle au Uaut—William Griudle, of Penob
scot, Assistant Assessor.

DISTRICT NO. 11.
T owns of
Belfast, Waldo and Brook4~-Janiei W. Webster, of
Belfast, Assistant Assessor.

-T. W. JOHNSTON, P roprietor,

_________
T /-k T T T » X T i-r

It 1 A E J (J

C0N3IQTINQ OP —

Which will be sold as Low as the L owest. All that are
looking for goods at the lowest possible prices are invited
to call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Rockland, Oct. 3, 1862.

DISTRICT NO. 2.
T owns of
Perry, Pembroke, Dennsyville, Edmunds, Marion, Whit
ing, Cutler, Trescott, Lubec, Eastport, and No. 14—Jethro
Brown, of Perry, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 3.
T owns of
Jonesport,Jonesboro, Centreville, Whitneyvile, Machias,
East Machias, Machiasport, Marshfield, Northfield, Craw
ford, Wesley, and No. 18, 19 and 26 -Jeremiah Foster, of
East Machias, Assistant Assessor.

DISTRICT NO. 5.
T owns of
Gouldaboro’, Sullivan, Frnnklin, Hancock, Trenton,
Eden, Mt. Desert, Tremont, Cranberry Isle, Swan’s Isle
Plantation, Long Island Plantation, and Township, No. 7,
8, 9 and 10 -Danforth P. Marcyea, of Eden, Assistant As-

E. B A R R E T T ’S, C heap Store.
D IR E C T F R O M BOSTO N.

F ifth Collkctiom District , /
Assessor’s Office , >
E ll RWORtu , Mr., Sept. 1862. J
Having been duly commisaioned and qualified as the As
sessor of tha Fifth Collection District in the State of Maine
consisting of the Counties of Washington, Hancock, Waldo
and Knox, under the Act ol Congress approved July i8t>
A. D. 1862, entitled “ an Act to provide internal revenue
to support the Government, and pay the interest on the
public debt,” and by virtue of authority vested in me as
Assessor by the provisions ofsaid Act, and under tne direc
tion of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, I hereby
give notice that I have divided said Collection District in
to fifteen Assessment Districts, and have appointed an As
sistant Assessor in each, as follows, to wit.

DISTRICT NO. 4.
T owns of
Steuben, Mlllbridge, Cherryfield, Harrington, Columbia,
Deblois, Beddington. Addison and all the Townships south
of the North line ol No. 6, Grand Lake township, and west
of the east line ofsaid township iu Washington County—
Henry Bailey, of Columbia, Assistant Assessor.

— AND—

N E W GOODS

ONE

SATURDAY, Oct. 4.
Brig II Leeds, Smith, Hewett’s Isle for New York.
S ell Forest, Wilson, Bath.
“ Sarah Louisa, Yeaton, Augusta.
SUNDAY, Oct. 5Sell Glide, IIa<kell, Boston.
“ Lucy Blake, Everett, Bangor.
“ James R, Andrews .’Augusta.
“ A Jackson, Pierce, Kennebec.
MONDAY, Oct. 6.
Sch Harriet, Glover, Boston.
“ 11 K Dunton, Sherman, Portland.
“ Minnehaha, Thomas, Portland.
TUESDAY, Oct. 7.
Sch Freeport. Sawyer, Portland.
“ Massachusetts, Gott, New York.
“ Peru, Thorndike, Boston.
“ Dover Packet, Wooster, Boston.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 8.
Sch J P ierce,------- , Bangor.
“ Superior, Rot inson, Portland

R e b e l O O lcrra K ille d n t C o r in th .

D R E SS GOODS

are best for the seller as well a9 the purchaser.
October 10, 1862.
41 if

I she was 18 years old. She retained her intellectual faculihe last, and was able to work and read without
I *'•
up to the lime of her death. (Mass, papers please
Icopy.]

Chicago, Oet. 8.—The TrtAtote’s Cairo corre
spondent says that the rebel Colonels Johnson,
Rogers. Ross. Morton and McLane and Major
Jones were killed, and Colonels Daly and Pieteli
were severely wounded in the late battle at
Corinth.

F A L L AND W IN T E R

Large Sales and Small Profits

alties. Our proportion of officers killed is ,.
tboucht to lie lariTO. We lost but four taken
In Vinalhaven Sept. 28lli. Mra J ute, widow of Jnmca
. n
°
j Calderwoud, aged 95 year, and 6 moil the. She was a napriSoncTS.
i Ilve of fs'ittlc, Mh o , and had rcaided in Vinalhaven aince
Two democratic State Conventions were held
Wednesday, one in Detroit, Michigan, the other
a t Worcester in this State. The former concurred in the nominees of the Union Conven- !
tion o f their State ; the latter made no nomina- A1 A
lions whatever, and did not concur in the nom
inees of the People's Convention as was gen
erally expected. A series of resolutions was
adopted, regretting the action of the President
i.i issuing his two last proclamations and repu
diating tkc meeting of the governors.

HEW FALL AND WINTER

Has just returned from Boston with a

G ents’ F u rn is h in g Goods,

-----------------------------------

— ■---- ”-----

T. A. WENTWORTH

o r r ic iA E .

DISTRICT NO. 1.
T owns of
Itobinston, Charlotte, Cooper, Alexander, Calais, Baring,
Baileyville, Princeton, Hinckley, Waite, Tallmadge, Tops
field, Vanceboro, Cody ville, Dunforth, Meddybemps, and
all th® Plantations ami townships north of the north line
of Crawford and No. 26 in Washington County—Thomas
T. Abbott, of Alexander, Assistant Assessor.

62 D o zen s

were opened upon them, and our men under
the direction of courageous officers and stim u-j
lated by tlieir example fought desperately, and !
DE A T H S.
the advance of the enemy was checked. They |
wavered and then fell back. Our lost battery
was regained, and once more it burled destruc- In this d ty Oct. 3d, Mrs. Deborah W., wile o f Thoma8
mil 9 mouths.
T R U N K S , V A LISES,
tion into their ranks. The day was saved and A^ h t^ c il “ 6^,'MiJ’uei
Belle, Daughter of Capt. Ili ram
the enemy in full retreat.
I
I if West i n E. Hall, aged 10 mouths,
siudeu, Oct. 9th, Lovenia, wife of William
Our loss was comparatively small during this
_
T I * . r 4-1
r.Al iTurner Mild daughter of Lucy mid Joseph W. Gross of
fearful charge. J lint of the enemy was full^iorrj|? Aged 35 \ears. IBelfast papers please copy.]
G
u
n
s
,
P
is
to
ls
,
a
n
d
G
n
n
F
ix
in
g
s
,
twenty to o u r one killed. Among the killed In Bangor, 3U(ii ult. George, infant son of George Brown
left on the field were Brig Gen Rogers of New • ^ ^ ‘^ “'.'A ^ X tM tn .p ti,,,,, Sarah w ., wife of
Orleans
Sweet land, nged 24
years.3 months and 13 days.
v riea u ts ;, Col.
v u i. and
a u u acting
a t m Brigadjer Johnson,
u v u .w u u .vOl
r Charles rF.. sweet
24yours
. rr.id«i
tjdsnce of David Bugbee, of any establishment in the country, which he will sell at
Mississippi, and another Colonel commanding 1 In Hangar. Oct. 6ih, ut ihc
a brigade,
whose
name
was
not
learned.
^D eune“ E ^ r'o f El’»“ o n h ‘ns«dest
’ daughter of Joseph,
Prices FAR BELOW what they cun be bought for
«=> ■
i j i
f
TA
j Ai. *zc«»nc,
AA,,o»vui,„, nfj«d about 30 years.
Che cnetny were commanded by \a n Dorn.
At College Hospital, Brooklyn, Long Island. Oct. 5th,
elsewhere.
Price and Vlllipi-UC, with their respective ar-j of Typhoid fever, Solomon Slinno...... . South Deer Isle,
. which
7 swelled
II.J their .......
I....
Mill .Maine Regiment, aged 20 year,.
my corps,
number
to I Co.InA,Hammond,
General Hospital, Point Lookout, Md.,
50,000.
1*'tig. 18th, of Typhoid Fever, llulus F. Day of Go. D,4lh
M

O P E N IN G

D IIA LO N ’S WORMWOOD C O R D I A L
-U
TONIC, for sale at
3Stf
COOK’S City Drug Store.

Have received and offer for sale a complete assorimeut of

Fuller, ol Bangor.
J In Belfast, Oct. 5, by Rev. T. B. Tnpper, Mr. Albert S.
All seemed lost and a temporary panic bCiZetl ■Nichols IO Miss Jennie Kueeland, both of Searsport.
our men, and the rebels once more marched In lnle.boro, Aug 3Uih, by R. 1). Sprague, E«q., Mr.
into the streets of Corinth. But new batteries ;
Coo"“b’- 10 Mia“ Su“'‘“ McFarland, both ol l ,l « -

-

GRAND

COOK’S City Drug Store.

.

-

C A M P A IG N !

BBI, REFINED BORAX, for sale low, at
38lf
COOK’S City Drugstore.

P a r t i c u l a r / o f T w o D a y ’ll F i g h t i n g .

nlnntPfl
p k i i u u i.

FA LL

LBS. PRIME NUTMEGS, for sale cheap at
36tf
COOK’S City Drug Store.

I I I . P e n s io n s fo r C h ild r e n under sixteen years
of age, if no Widow survives.
' I V . P e n s io n s fo r d e p e n d e n t M o t h e r s of such
j deceased persons it they have left no Widow or Children
I under sixteen.
V . P e n s io n s fo r d e p e n d e n t SiHtcra under
^ixteen years.
'Bou u tieM a n d B a c k P a y .—1st. to W idow ; 2d,
if no Widow to C hildkex ; 3d, if no Widow or Children
to F ather ; 4th if no father living to Mother ; 5th if no
parents living to brothers und sisters.
N o c h a r g e u n t il th e C la im ia S e c u r e d .
Apply in person or by letter to

I > I •” xV X C Y

l

:

to call before buying elsewhere and examine] their stock.
By so doing it will be much to their interest.

O. G. HALL,

R e m e m b e r th e P la c e .

October 2, 1862.

C laim

agent ,

6LOYD’S
0 0 ,0NEW
0 0STEEL PLATETOCOUNTY
SELL
COLORED

MAYO & KALER,

S IL K

H ATS

Rockland, April 30, 1862.

X o , 3 S p e a r B lo c k *
19tf

JURIED CURRANTS,
citron ,
TAMARINDS,
FIGS,
LEMONS,
HONEY, «fec., dec.

1863.
Now ready and for sale at
T. A. WENTWORTH’S
Rockland, Sept. 19, 1862.
3w39

R ockland, Mb.
6m41

MALE or FEMALE AGENTS

CHEMICALS,

A t J . S. HALL & CO.’S,

J . S. H A L E & CO.,
„ ,, .
,„
Rockland, April 30, 1862.

M asts for Sale.

No. 3 Spear Blocl
19tf

Ship-Carpenters and (prarrvineu
W A .N T E D .

lot just received, measuring from
A 60LARGE
to 86 feet in length and from 17 to 27 inches
through. Apply to

QUARRY MEN, to work on granite quarry a
GEORGE L. SNOW.
Spruce Head.
MAP OF THE UNITED STATES,
Rockland, Sept. 11, 1862.
38tf
CANADAS. AND NEW BRUNSWICK.
—ALSO—
From recent surveys, completed Aug. 10, 1662; cost
C O R N E R S T O R E , P IL L S B U R Y B L O C K ,
“ Neponset Ingraham, Salem.
j
T
w
e n t y - f iv e S h ip C a r p e n t e r s to work on net
§20,000 to engrave it and one year’s time.
M R. L. B. W E T H E R B E E ,
“ Gertrude, Cassidy, New York.
shipbuilding near Atlantic Wharf. For further particu
Superior to ary $10 map ever made by COLTON or
:
lars
apply
to
“ Perseverance, Arey, Boston,
Will give instruction on the
MITCHELL, und sells at the low price of fifty cents;
COBB, WIGHT A: CYSE.
THURSDAY, Oct. 9.
370,000 names are engraved on this map.
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
-August 8, 1862.
33,f
Il is not only a County Map, but it is also a
Sloop Wave. Smith, Bangor.
42tf
October ]0, 1862.
COUNTY
AND
RAILROAD
MAP
Sch Ailu Ames, Ames, Portlnnd.
of
the
United
Mates
and
Canadas
combined
in
one,
giving
After SEPTEMBER, 7. Address at O. S. ANDREWS’
“ H ector,------- . Portsmouth.
EVERY
RAILROAD
STATION
Bookstore.
*• Oregon, Pratt, Portland.
COPPER Tipped Balmorals and Je
and distances between.
Reference given if required,
“ L A Oreott, Potter. Vinalhaven for New York.
WENTWORTH’S
Guarantee any woman or man §3 to $5 per day, and
Rocklund, August 28, 1862.
36tf
“ Sisters, Brown, Boston.
1HE Members of the Thomaston Mutual Fire Insurance .
will lake back uli maps that cannot be sold and refund the
“ Uncle Sam, Spalding, Boston,
. Company are hereby notified that the Annuul Meeting j
money.
ol said Company, will be holden at its ofiice, in Thomas
Send for $1 worth to try.
ton, on MONDAY the 27thday of October, 1862, at two i
Printed instructions how to canvass well, furnished all
Sailed.
o’clock, 1*. M.
BEAUTIFUL PARLOR WOOD STOVE, which hns
our agents.
Per Order
WILLIAM R. KEITH, Secretary.
FRIDAY, Oct. 3.
( ENTS’ Tap Sole French Calf Boots, at
been used but a few times, will bo sold cheap. En
Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every Slate,
October 3. 1662.
42ll
The subscriber has again returned from BOSTON with
WENTWORTH’S.
Sch A Jameson, Jameson, New York
quire at the Gazette Ofiice.
California, Canada, England. France and Culm. A for
another large lot of rich and fashionable goods direct from
*• Mary Langdon, Pinkhain, New York,
Rocklund,
August 30, 1662.
36tf
tune may be made with a few hundred doilura capital.
the Manufactory, all bought at C ash prices .
Granville, Morion, Boston.
1 ENTS, Boys and Youth’s Thick Boots and Brogans, at 2Vo competition.
J. T. LLOYD, No. 161 Brod way. New York.
IT
WEN I II WORTH’S
SUNDAY, Oct. 5.
all in want of
OLD F R IE N D S
The War Department uses our Map of Virginia, Mary
Sell L A Oreott, Porter, Vinalhaven, to load for N Y.
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which is marked
Otir
. Ne York.
IN T H E R IG H T P L A C E
JUAD1ES’ Furs, iu all the new
Antietam
Creek, Sharpsburg, Maryland Heights, Wil
WENTWORTH,S.
“ Bay State. Verrill
H
a
ts
,
C
aps,
B oots, Shoes, &c.,
liamsport
Ferry,
Rhorernville.
Noland’s
Ford,
and
all
H e r r ic k ’s S u g a r C oated P i l l s !
“ Equal, Kalloch. New York.
others on the Potomac, and every other place in Mary
“ John Adams, Hatch. New York.
^J_ENTS’ Silk Hats, at
The best family Cathartic i cannot fail to be suited here as large supplies have daily
land, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.
“ Delaware, Richardson, New York.
W IL L IA M J . BOND
W ENTWORTH’S.
Gl...
ITwo.l
nuptil
( been received from Boston and New York Markets, for
LLOYD’S
“ Sarah, Holden, New York.
the past month making the stock now more complete than
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAI* OF KENTUCKY,
“ Queen of the West. (Jon try, Fishing.
AS taken the Store recently occupied by C. C. Chand ^jt_ENTS’ F ur Collars, at
ever, comprising all tlte styles and fashions in existence,
OHIO, INDIANA, and ILLINOIS,
Brig II Leads, Smith, New York.
WENTWORTH’S.
and selling at unprecedented low prices.
ler.
Corner
of
Maine
and
Lime
Rock.
Streets,
and
is
is
the
only
authority
for
Gen.
Buell
and
the
War
Depart
FIV
E
M
IL
L
IO
N
S
“ Arnos M Roberts, -------, Ship Island.
now opening an entirely New Stock ol Goods, consisting
ment. Money refunded to any one finding au error in it.
of
TUESDAY, Oct. 7.
OF rERSOSS
Price 50 cents
JgU FFA LO Coats, at
] C ALK A N D E X A M IN E A T
From the Tribune, Aug. 2.
W ENTW ORTH’S.
Sch Augusta, Gregory, New York.
“ LLOYD’S MAP OF VIRGINIA, MARYLAND, AND
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 8.
S ta p le a n a F a n c y G ro c e rie s ,
PENNSYLVANIA.—This Map is very large; its cost is
^j^EN TS’ Monitor Huts, at
W E N T W O R T H ’S,
Sch Freeport Sawyer, Portland.
but 25 cents, and »7 w the best which can he purchased.^
W ENTW ORTH’S.
“ Peru, Thorndike,------- .
LLOYD’S GREAT MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI
always give satisfaction ; con
' ------- AND------RIVER—From Actual Surveys by Capts. Bart and Win.
“ Janies R, Andrews, Kennebec.
taining nothing injurious; pat
{ ^ E N T S 1Fur Caps, at
Bowen, Mississippi River Pilots, of Si. Louis, Mo., shows
“ A Jackson, Pierce, Kennebec.
ronized by the Principal phy
W ENTW ORTH’S.
every man’s plantation and owner’s name from St. Louis
sicians in the UNION; elegant
P R O V I S I O N S ,
THURSDAY, Oct. 9.
to the Gulf of Mexico—1,350 miles—every sand-bar,island,
ly couted xviih sugar. Large
Bark Antietam, Farnsworth, Vinalhaven to load for
toA-n, landing, and all places 20 miles beck from the river
Boxes 25 cents: 5 Boxes one
Philadelphia
COUNTRY PRODUCE, FRUIT’, NUTS, CON
—colored in counties utul States. Price SI in sheets, $2
dollar. Full directions with
FRESH STOCK of those most desirable GOODS just
Sch Minnehaha, Thomas, Newport.
pocket lorm, and $2,50 03 linen, with rollers. Ready
____________________ each box. Warranted superior
FECTIONERY, &c.
received aud constantly on hand, consisting of
“ Concordia, Coombs, Boston.
to any Pills before the public.
esep . 20.
........ Depabtment , W ashikotok , Sept. 17,1662.
FRIDAY, Oct. 10.
H e r r ic k ’^ K id S ti-e u $ ;tk c n in s P i a s t e r s c u r e
Y
a r n s , H e a v y F la n n e ls , S a tin e tts ,
J. T. Lloyd—Sir.* Send me your Map of the Mississippi in five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side, and
________
Consumers
will
find
my
Goods
FRESH
and
of
the
BEST
Bark Iddo Kimball, Ulmer, New York.
River, with price per bnndred copies. Rear-Adin iral back, and Rheumatic complaints in equally short periods
QUALITY,
and
will
be
sold
at
the
LOW
EST
PRICES.
a n d CnMNiniere*,
Sell Lucy A Oreott, Porter, New York.
Charles II Davis, Commanding the Mississippi squadron, of time. Spread on beautiful white lamb skin, their use
Rockland, October 7,1862.
42tf
J J O Y S ’ New Style Caps, at
u Sarah Louisa, Yeaton, New York.
is
authorized
to
purchase
as
many
as
are
required
for
use
which
will sell at Wholesale or Retail at the same prices
WENTWORTH’S.
subjects the wearer to no inconvenience, and each one as theyI are
sold
at
the factory.
of thut squadron.
will wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4
GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.
cents.
DISASTERS.
Q .E N . Corcoran Hats,
Cash Paid for Wool or Goods Exchanged,
Herrick’s Sugar Couted Pills and KM Plasters are sold
W ENTWORTH’S.
in all parts of the United States, Canadas and South
W. O. FULLER, Agent,
few boxes old Virginia Tobacco, togeth2r with all nhe
America and may be obtained by culling for them by their
Favorite brands of Fancy Tolmccoes and Cigsrs m ay ( P
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Rockland, Sep., 2, 1862.
Sp' aP
SMALL convenient tenement.
full name.
be found at BOND’S, Corner Main und Lime Rock Sts.
R. M. PILLSBURY.
BOSTON -A r 6th inst, Brig John Stevens, (of Bluehill)
Dn. L R. HERRICK A: CO., Albany, N. Y.
Hopkliw, Ssgus Sept 14
40tf
September 25, 1862.___
The
above
articles
are
sold
by
F.
G.
COOK,
C.
P.
FES
J>U R N SID E and Dupont Hats, at
Ar 5th, brig Lady of the Lake, Haskell. Elizabethport.
SENDEN, J. S. HALL Ac CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
WENTWORTH’S.
Ar 6th, si-li Genuine, Arey, and Kosciusko. Fuller,
D is s o lu tio n o f C o p a r tn e r s h ip . Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; Janies Perry and E.
Thomaston*, Sarah, Andrews, and Uncle Sam, Spalding,
Fletcher, Camden; VV. K. Duncan and David Howe,
rpiIE Copartnership heretofore existing between the sub- C.
Roi-klaiul.
'ADIES Hearer Triined Riding Hoods, at
l scrihers, under the st>lo of BOND Ac FARWELL, Lincolnville; IL N. Lancaster Ac Co., Northport.
T R IP S A W E E K ,
NEWPORT—Ar 1st, sells Juno, Robinson, from N York T H R E E
WENTWORTH’S.
E. BLASHFIELD, T ravblli.no Aubnt.
was dissolved on the 17,h ins’., by mutual consent. The
for Thomaston; Utica, Thorndike, from New York lor
Februnry 13, 1862.
3p81y
affairs of the late firm will be settled by F. B. Farwell,
Portsmouth; Trader, Piston, Rockland for Providence;
J jW It Trimmings, nt
Cornelia, Blaisdell, do lor New York.
who will continue the business at the old stand.
BANGOR, PORTLAND, BOSTON, LOWELL
WENTWORTH’S.
W. J. BOND,
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d, burk Pathfinder, Robinson,
F.
B.
FARWELL.
New York.
AND LAWBENCE.
T ADIES’ Stone Martin, Atner, Sable, Fitch, Squirrel,
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d,sch West Wind, Gilman, Ban
Conv and River Sable Victorines. Capes, Half Capes,
gor lor Fortress Monroe.
N. B. All persons indebted to Bond & Farwell are re
WENTWORTH’S.
The splendid and fust sailing steam er Tippets, Culls and Muffs, at
quested to make payment, and ull having demands against
them will please present the same to^
FARWELL.
FOREIGN PORTS.
y
^ADIES’
Muffs,
»t
D A N IE L W E B S T E R ,
WENTWORTH’S.
At Panama 25th nit, ship Forest Eagle, Sleeper, from
Rockland, Sept. 26, 1662.____________
40tl
New York, ring coal.
CAPT.
ALBERT
WOOD,
At Buenos Ayres Aug 20. ships Mntilda, Nichols, from
T T IG IIE S T Prices Paid for Shipping Furs, at
T h o m a s to n B a n k .
Searsport; John-’pear, Booker, from Boston.
Having had a thorough renovation nnd every birth in H
WENTWORTH’S.
Sid from Jersey 16.h, Golden Lead, Smith. New York. Cabins and Staterooms painted, resumes h e r trips from
rn ilE Stoc.kholdeis of the Thomaston Bank, are hereby
W A N T E D IM M E D IA T E L Y .
A ratC ardill 16th, Caroline Nesmith, Cousins, Bristol; Portland, MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 6th and
Z'l ENTS’ Glnven, Mittens. Neckties, Cravats, Handker* I notified that their Annual Meeting for the choice of
Mountaineer, Wilson, do.
from Bangor, WEDNESDAY MORNING,OC TOBER 8th
Directors, and such other business as may legally comebeAr at Barcelona 10th ult. DaviJ Kimball, Mason, Cardiff connecting with the cars on the upper and low er roads I t chiefs, Scurls, Collars and Suspenders, nt
fore them, will be held at their Banking House, on Mon
’
W
ENTWORTH’S.
At London, 20th nil, ship Joseph Gilchrist, Carney dis for Boston, Lowell and Lawrence, and contiu ue to run as
day. the 6th day of October next, at 2 o’clock, 1*. M.
charging.
follows: —
Per Order,
OLIVER ROBINSON, Cashier.
A*c.
Ar at Halifax Sept 27, ship Rochambeau, Snow, Liver
L E V I M. R O B B IN S,
Leave Ba NGOR every MONDAY, WEDNE SDAY nnd /"TEN TS’, Boys and Youth’s Congress and Balmoral
Thomaston. Sept. 22. 1862
2w40
W ENTW ORTH’S.
pool.
FRIDAY7 mornings, at 4 o’clock,arriving nt R< ICELAND \J T Boots, ut
F o r 1, 3 o r 3 Y e a r s .
At Buenos Ayres Aug 21, bark L D Carver, Damon, for at about 9 o’clock, A. M., and arriving at POR TLAND in
P u b lic N otice ol" F o r e c lo su r e .
New York, idg.
season for the 3 o’clock trains from BOSTON.
T>U BU ERS, Boots and Shoes, at
R etubnino —Leaves PORTLAND for BANGOR and J.V
WENTWORTH’S.
Good. C h a n c e f o r P r iz e M o n e y !
WILSON i WHITE’S BLOCK,
N the first day of October eighteen hundred and fiftyIntermediate landings on the river everv MONDAY
S IG N O F T H E G O L D E N E A G L E .
SPOKEN.
seven, Nathaniel Tobey, Jr., of Thomaston in the
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY evening, on thfr arrival of "QJMBRELLAS, all kinds, ut
Rockland, Mb.
SEAMEN’S
PAY,
*1800
County
of
Lincoln,
now
the
County
of
Knox,
by
his
deed
WENTWORTH’S.
EEPS a full a»®ortment of Pure and Uuadukerated
Sepy 20, Iat 43 Ion 43 50, ship Cha rlemngne, from ------- the cars from BOSTON, arriving at ROCKLAND every
of
mortgage
of
that
date,
duly
executed
and
acknowledged
ORDINARY do
1400
TUESDAY,THURSDAY and SATURDAY morning at
for Liverpool.
Drugs, Medicines, Acc. They all being new, tnuit
aud recorded in the Registry of Deeds lor the County of
1200 therefore be fresh, and they can be bought at a satisfactory
Sept 21. Iat 31 56, Ion 75 15, bark Tejuca, (of Searsport) about 3 1-2 o’clock.
l^ ^ T N T E R Caps, little out of Style, Selling less than Lincoln, Eastern District, mortgaged to John D. Barnard, LANDSMEN’S do
from Belfast, bound Souih.
F A R E —From Rockland to Boston,
WENTWORTH’S.
late ofsaid Thomaston, deceased, a certain lot of land to * 1 ,8 0 p e r M o n th E x t r a i f G R O G ia n o t P Remember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
Lowell or Lawrence,
$ 3 .0 0 .
gether with the buildings thereon, situated in said Thom
draw n .
From Rocklund to Portland,
82.O O .
Eagle.
T/W ER Y TH IN G in the shape of H ata. Cap®, Furs, Boot®, aston and bounded us follows, viz:—Beginning on Dunn
17tf
Rockland, April 17,1861.
I u Shoes and Rubbers, at
W EN TW O R TH ’S.
street, thence running South 89deg. East, by Jcel Hupper a
HOICE TEAS nnd COFFEES, at
• River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual r a t __
ALL WHO WISH MAY LEAVE
one hundred and forty-two feet to stake ; thence North
BOND’S, Corner Main and Lime Rock Sts.
M. W. FAR WELL. Agent
5deg. West sixty-one feet to stake, thence North 86deg.
Agent’s Ofiice at Police Court Room.
pR Y E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR
H
a
lf-P
a
y
w
i
t
h
t
h
e
i
r
F
a
m
ilie
s
.
West,
one
hundred
and
thirty-three
feet
and
six
inches
to
October 10. 1862.
42tf
slake on the Easteily side of said Dunn stree t: thence
For further inforination*apply immediately at the
U n iv e rs a l F a m ily P ill.
Received every week, at
Southerly sixty-eight feet by said Dunn street to the place U . So N a v a l R entlezvonM , P illa b u r y B lo c k ,
II. CLARK, from the rooms ol EDWARDS & CO.,
F re e d o m . N o tic e .
of beginning. And now the condition ol said mortgage has
HESE Pills are purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
• Portland, would announce to the citizens of Rockland’
O pposite T horndike H otel ,
been broken, by reason whereof I,’ in inv capacity of adHIS Is to certity that I have this day given to jnv son
for
Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Loss of Appetite, Liver
that he will be in the city cn Tuesday Oct. 14th, prepared
T. A . W E N T W O R T H ’S.
ininiJlralor upon the Estate of the said Barnard claim a
....... t..i... ..m l Imrtairillwu n f ih n Hluml Art-.. *nd are thO
CHARLES M. TORREY, his time, to act and* tran
R O C K T W D , M e.
to tune and repair Pianos and other musical instruments.
foreclosure t hereof and for that purpose give this public
sact business for himself. I shall claim none of his e urn• He would refer to Hon. S. C. FESSENDEN, for any ings nor pay any debts of his conn rung alter this date/
notice according to the statute provisions in such cases,
C. M. FULLER, U. S. N., Recruiting Officer.
information which may be desired.
No •. 2 S p o ffo rd B lo c k , R o c k la n d .
CHARLES BARNARD, Admiiiktrator.
CHARLES TORREY..
Rockland, Oct. 10, 1862.
43lf

P IA N O -F O E T E ,

C1!
c
G*i

Notice.

1

N e w G oods.

AND STILL~THEY~OOMET

F or Sale.

MORE NEW GOODS.

A

G
G

H

ANNUALLY;

W arren F acto ry Goods.

G ,:

A

W anted.

A

IR T S ID E

I jUSTJE.

U. S. N a v y .

|j

S eam en, O rd in a ry S eam en }
JLatidsmcn,

O

K

C

IKnEJ-W G O O D S

Pianos Tuned.

J

T

T

Rockland, A u~‘ * ne

-
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T he peculiar taint or
infection which we call
S crofula lurks in
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
tho constitutions of
multitudes of men. It
KNOX, 83— At a Court of P job»“ J•«>*
cither produces or is
within and for the County o f Knox, on tha lin t Tuesday
produced by an en
of January A. D« 1861:
feebled, vitiated state
RDERED, that from and after the day aforesaid the
Courts of Probate within and for the County of Knox,
[of the blood, wherein
be held at Rockland on the second Tuesday of CT®ry
jthat fluid becomes inmonth. And whenever this arrangement ishall conflict
rJJsj competent to sustain
with any of the provisions oithe Revised Statutes rela
the vital forces iu their
tive to holding said Court, it will be holden on the loilow. vigorous action, and
1De d,yHORATIO ALDEN, Judxe.
.leaves the system to
Attest—A. 8. R ick , R egiiler.
Sil
"fall into disorder and
decay. The scrofulous
To the Judge o f Probate, within and fo r the contamination is variously
caused by mercurial
County of Knox.
disease, low living, disordered digestion from
H E Petition of ISAAC G. ALLEN, Guardian of HECfood, impure air, filth and filthy
T TOR M. COPELAND, a non compos penonol Warren. unhealthy
habits, the depressing vices, and, above all, by
County of Kncx, represents, that the said w®rd " 6el ,
the venereal infection. Whatever be its origin,
and possessed of certain real estate, in said Warren, anti
it is hereditary in the constitution, descending
elsewhere in the Slate of Maine. That it would be for
the benefit of said ward that said estate should be sold, and
“ from parents to children unto tho third and
the proceeds placed at interest. Said Guurdian, therefore
fourth generation ; ” indeed, it seems to bo the
prays that he may be empowered, agreeably to law, to
rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the iniqui
sell all the real estate of said ward at public auction, or
ties of the fathers upon their children.” Tho
pilTRl" ialeISAAC 0 . ALLEN.
diseases which it originates take various names,
according to the organs it attacks. In the
lungs, Scrofula produces tubercles, and finally
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held a t Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of September, 1862.
Consumption; in the glands, swellings which
suppurate and become ulcerous sores; in the
On the petition aforesaid. O rdered , That notice be
given by publishing a copy of said petition with this order
stomach and bow els, derangements which pro
thereon, three weeks successively, prior to the second
duce indigestion, dyspepsia, and liver com
Tuesday of October next, in the Rockland Gazette, a
plaints; on the skin, eruptive and cutaneous
newspaper printed in Rockland, that all persons interested
affections. These all having the same origin,
may attend at a Court of Probate then to be held in Rock
land, and show cause, if any, why the prayer of said pe
require the same remedy, viz. purification and
tition should not be granted.
__ „ . ,
invigoration of the blood. Purify the blood,
II. ALDEN, Judge.
and these dangerous distempers leave you.
A true copy of the Petition and Order theroon.
With feeble, foul, or corrupted blood, you can
A t t e s t A . 8. R ice , Register.
3w39
not have health ; with that “ life of the flesh ”
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
healthy, you cannot have scrofulous disease.

Dr. T. L. ESTABROOK,

C o u r ts o f P r o b a te .

O

land, on the second Tuesday of September, 1862.
OSES W. FARWELL, Administrator on the estate of
A y e r’s S a rs a p a rilla
CHARLES CLARK, late of Rockland, in said County
deceased, having presented his first account of administra is compounded from the most effectual anti
tion of said estate for allowance :
dotes
that
medical science has discovered for
O rdered, ThHt notice thereof be given, three weeks
this afflicting distemper, and for the cure of the
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rocaland
in said County, that all persons interested may attend at
disorders it entails. That it is far superior to
a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the second
any other remedy yet devised, is known by all
Tuesday of October next, and show cause, if any they
who hove given it a trial. That it does com
have, why the said account should not bo allowed
bine virtues truly extraordinary in their effect
11. ALDEN, Judge.
A true Copy,—A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register. 3w39
upon this class of complaints, is indisputably

C I T Y P H Y S IC IA N ,

J

A true copy,—Attest:—A. S.

II. ALDEN, Judge.

Rice, Register.

3w39

proven by the great multitude of publicly
known and remarkable cures it has mado of
the following diseases : K ing's Evil or

Glandular Swellings, Tumors, Erup
tions, Pimples, Blotches and Sores, Ery
sipelas, Rose or St. Anthony’s Fire, Salt
Rheum, Scald Head, Coughs from tu
berculous deposits in the lungs, White
Swellings, Debility, Dropsy, Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Syphilis and
Syphilitic Infections, Mercurial Diseases,
Female Weaknesses, ““d, indeed, the whole

series of complaints that arise from impurity
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of September 1862.
of the blood. Slinute reports of individual
Certain Instrument, purporting to be the last will and • eases may be found in A yer ’s A merican
testament of JOHN II. SMALLEY7, late of St. George
A lmanac, which is furnished to the druggists
in said County, deceased, having been presented for for gratuitous distribution, wherein may be
probate :
learned the directions for its use, and some of
Ordered , That notice be given to all persons interested,
by publishing a copy of this order in the Rockland Gazette,
the remarkable cures which it has made when
printed Ht Rockland in said County, three weeks succes
all other remedies had failed to afford relief.
sively, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Those cases are purposely taken from all sec
at Rockland, in said County, on the second Tuesday of
tions of the country, in order that every reader
October next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said Instrument should uot be proved, approved and
may have access to some one who can speak to
allowed as the last will and testament of the deceased.
him of its benefits from personal experience.
IL ALDEN, Judge.
Scrofula depresses the vital energies, and thus
A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w39

A

leaves its victims far more subject to disease
and its fatal results than arc healthy constitu
tions. Hence it tends to shorten, ’ and does
greatly shorten, the average duration of human
life. The vast importance of these considera
tions has led us to spend years in perfecting a
remedy which is adequate to its cure. This
we now offer to the public under the name of
A yer’s S arsaparilla, although it is com
posed of ingredients, some of which exceed the
best of Sarsaparilla in alterative power. By
its aid you may protect yourself from the suffer
ing and danger of these disorders. Purge out
the foul corruptions that rot and fester in the
blood; purge out the causes of disease, and
vigorous health will follow. By its peculiar
virtues this remedy stimulates the vital func
tions, and thus expels the distempers which
lurk within the system or burst out ou any
part of it.
We know the public have been deceived by
many compounds of Sarsaparilla, that promised
much and did nothing; but they will neither be
deceived nor disappointed in this. Its virtues
have been proven by abundant trial, and there
remains no question of its surpassing excellence
for the cure of tile afflicting diseases it is in
tended to reach. Although under the same
name, it is a very different medicine from any
other which has been before the people, and is
for more effectual than any other which haa
ever been available to them.

KNOX COUNTY7.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of September 1662.
SAAC G. ALLEN, Guardian of HECTOR M. COPE
LAND, of Warren,in said County, anon compos, hav
ing presented his second account of Guardianship of said
ward for allowance:
O rdered, That notice thereof be given, three weeks
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
land, in said County, that all persons interested may at
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
second Tuesday of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
IL ALDEN, Judge
A true Copy - A t t e s t A . S. R ic e , Register.
3w39

I

KNOX COUNTY’.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of September, 1862.
JOSEPH FOGG, Guardian of CORA C, and HELEN M.
MANSFIELD, of Warren, in said County, minors,
having presented his second account of Guardiausbip of
said wards for allowance :
Ordered , that notice thereof be given, three weeks su
cessively, in the Rockland, Gazette printed in Rockland,
said County, that all persons interested may attend at
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the second Tues
day of October next, and show cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed.
H. ALDEN, Judge.
A true copy,—A t t e s t A . S. Rice, Register.
3u34

d

K 0T1CE is hereby given, That the subscriber has been
duly appointed Administrator on the Esuite of
JOHN COPELAND,
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox, deceased, in
testate, and has undertaken that trust by giving bond as
the law directs
All persons, therefore, having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to exhibit
the same for settlement: and all indebted to said estate are
requested to make immediate payment to
o
v
BEDER FARES.
September 9, 1862.
3^39
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Are prepared a l all times to execute all kinds of

P R IN T IN G

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate, held at Wiscnssett within and Jor the County of Lincoln, on the second
day of September, A. D. 1862.
p K. HOWARD, named Executor in a certain instru
ment, purporting to be the last will and le-tament
of MARY C. GROSS, late of Waldoboro’, in said County,
deceased, having presented the same for Probate :
O rdered, That the said E. K. Howard give notice to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of ibis order to be
posted up. in Home public place in the town of Waldoboro’
and by publishing the same iu the Rockland Gazette print
ed in Rockland, three weeks successively, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Wiscasset, in sMid
County, on the seventh day of October next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said instrument should
cot te proved, approved, and allowed as the last will and
testament of said deceased.
HIRAM CHAPMAN, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest.—J. J. Kennedy, Register. 3w38
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Tlie Largest and Best Assortment of

"Sr I P

I S

SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,
French and American Calf Skins,
B in d in g s .

K id a n d G oat S tock , R u b b e r G orin g

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
a

S h o e D u c k , P e g ,. L a m , S h o e N a i l , a n d
S h o e T o o l, o f a l l k in d .,

W A S H IN G T O N H O U S E ,

Approved Machine Presses,
adapted forj speed, durability and beauty of execution,
presenting, with

F E L IC E S

Exira Inducements for Patronage.

Valuable Inventions & Improvements,
they may occur, to rank second to no other Printing
Establishment in this section of the State.
Among the varieties of work which we are prepared to
execute, are
B

a n d W e d d in g C a r d s ,
V is itin g C ards,
B a l l T ic k e t s ,
H a n d b il l s ,
S h o w -B ills ,
P rogram m es,
P o ste r s,
B il l - H e a d s ,
B ills o f F a r e ,
W a y B il l s ,
E n v e lo p e s ,
C ir c u la r s,
M a n u fa c tu r e r s’ T a g s,
B a b e ls o f a l l k in d s ’.
O rd er B o o k s,
B a n k C h ecks,
B a n k B ooks,
B l a n k N o te s ,
B i l l s o f L a d in g ,
I n s u r a n c e B la n k s ,
T o w n B la n k s ,
W o o d B il l s ,
H a y B il l s ,
M i l k B il l s .
iihiiichh

B ook a n d P a m p h le t P r i n t in g
For which we have every facility, and which will be at.
tended to promptly, and executed correctly.

m m a a s a s a w M iB s .
G O L D ,

S IL V E R ,

C R IM S O N

and other

Colors o f B ro n ze W o rk ,
And all descriptions of Plain and Fancy Work in the
Printing line that may be required.
(EZT Persons wishing for woik in our line are invited to
call, as we can suit them, both ns to style and price.

J . PORTER & SON,
N o , 5 C u sto m H o u s e B lo c k , (Up Stairs,)
Over J. C. L ibdev & Son’s, Hardware Store.
Rockland, April 3, 1862.

H A IR W O K K .
A new and full assortment which will be sold

C

L e a p

f o r

C

a s k .

—ALSO—
M R S . H A R D I N G ’S

GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, whith will change
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to an auburn, dark
brown or black color. For sale bv
J. L. G1OFRAY, Sole Agent.

P

American and Foreign Patents.

NEW YORK.
1 take pleasure in announcing to my old patrons, that I
have opened, repaired, and refitted in the most thorough
manner, the above commodious and pleasuntiy situated
house, where I shall be moat happy to see my old friends,
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
agreeable home, and would here take pleasure in ac
knowledging past favors.
Formcrly o f the Webster House Boston.
May 7, 1862
20tf

W IL D E S ’ H O T E L ,

ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety.
HOOD and SH E T L A N D YA R N S.

N e x t to ExprcMH O ffice.

C. G. MOFFITT.
Rockland, Juue 24, 1862.

U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims

T e s tim o n ia ls .

AGENT

FOR

A N ew Bed. Anderson’s Spring Bed Bottom is one of

F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O RK , the comforts of the age, as we know from experience. The
of the best manufacture in the United Slates, which he first morning after we used it we got up easier and retired

IT M AY CONCERN.

T H IN

NEW

HATS

STOCK-

boots and shoes ,

T. E. & F 7 J . S IM O N T O N ~

W HITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINEN’S,
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, Ac.,

The G reat In d ia n Remedy
FOR. FEMALES.

R E -O P E N IN G
A

f t e r

t H

o

F

i r e ,

E D W A R D H A R R IS
NORTH STORE I.\ WALKER BLOCK
(Z/eud o f Park Street and Spear Illock.)

r t O C K L .V I V I i, M e .

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut. . . Accumulated Capital 3 000,0U0.
Xj * The above are the oldest Life Insurance Companies
ill the United Stutes. The insured participate in the profits
CHARTER OAK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn..................... Capital and Surplus, $500,000.
Life Insurance effected as above, on either stock or mu
tual plan.
O ’ E. II. C ochran, thankful for the liberal patronage
heretofore received, pledges himself to give the most care
ful attention to all business entrusted io him in the insur
ance line.
461 f

NEWS FOR THE MILLION !

-LV era and the public in general, that since the burning j
of the store lately occupied by him m l’aliner Block, he
has temporarily established himself at the above place,
where he is just opening an extensive assortment of care
fully selected and very desirable goods, such us :

OF TH

V e s t in g s , S il k a n d W o o l M i x t u r e s , C a s h u ie i'c tts , C o t to u a d c s , <ke., &c>, a ls o

TAILORING TRIMMINGS,
an abundant variety o f

G e n tle m e n s ’s F u r n i s h i n g G oods
and all the latest styles of

HLATS A N D C A P S ,
all of which goods, in which BEAUTY is strictly com
bined with DURABILITY, together with a very large and
complete stock of

C U S T O M -M A D E

i.
G OODS,

MANHOOD;

S O T iV K T )

GREATEST NOVELTY

B r o a d c lo th s , C a ss iin e r e s, D o e s k in s ,

C E O T H IN G

of my ow n manufacture .

KW IT H E R S .

& KALER,

This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
sessing virtues unknown of anything else
of ihe kind, and proving efleclual after all
others have failed, is designed for both
married and sinz/e ladies, and is the verybest tiling known for die purpose, as it
will bring on the monthly sickness in
cases of obsirm lion, after all other reme
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now
been sold without a single failure when
taken as directed, aud without the least
V’iH -JuS h’j ury 10
a,,y c»«e- O ’ It is put
yah
in Joules of three different strengths,
directions for using, and sent by
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of die

P R I C E S F u ll strength, $10; Half strength, $5; Quar
ter strength, S3 per bottle.
O* Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
Obstin ate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind
d v u v x jx z . have failed to cure; also that il is warranted as represent
ed IN EVERY respect , or the price will be refunded.
XJ- BEWARE OF IMITATIONS’ None genuine and
warranted unless purchased directly ol Dr. M. at his
R E M E D I A L . I N S T I T U T E lor S P E C I I L
E AGE.
D I S E A S E S , No. 28 Union street Providence, R. I.
XT* This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private
nature both u: MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educat
physician of twenty years’ practice, giving tItem his
Dr. J. C. Plumer’s ed
whole attention.
XT Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
PATENT
cure from observation, to all parts of the United States.
Also, accommodations for l.n.lics from abroad wishing
for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until
L A S T S ! restored io health.
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
H undred T housand Dollars aie paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any ben
efit to those who pay it. All this comes from trusting
without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda
PATENT
tion is tlieit own false ami extravagant assertions, in
praise of themselves If. therefore, you would avoid be
ing humbugged, take no man’s word, no matter what his
•O A A T,r < 1 pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY -.—it will cost yon
; u v a ) a i 3 I nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
ing physicians, in nine cates out of ten are bogus, there is
no saieiy in trusting any of them, unless you know who
and what they are.
Made Tliereon.
XT Dr. M. will send free , by enclosing one stamp
above,a Phutnplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and i
rivate Diseases generally, giving full information, with
the
undoubted references and testimonials without
hich, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
ing of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
XT Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write your
add re:
‘
........ DR. MATTISON, as above.
35tf

fi-'R 'R A T T V T Y f S T V
xu. x A ajav j .

---- also ----
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DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

A J V O T ilE I t

“RESPECTFULLY informs his many custom-

C L O A K IN G S & CLOAKS.

C J lI lP E T S

J . P . W IS E ,

Iro n a n d Steel.

Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK, it is tried- This invention is a step in advance of all others
in this department, embracing all and a little more ol their
Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
excellencies, and yet happily overcoming all their defects.
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
By means ofit a Bed Bottom is obtained which is as flex
numerous to mention.
ible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into
its place with great fucility. It is adapted to the invalid,
W H IT E GOODS,
the aged, und all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good materials, warranted strong and
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Criinpolius, Mar
durable,
und not liable to get out of order.
seilles, and a general a-sortment of other goods usually
kept iusuch an establishment.

BOOTS & SH O ES,

D R Y

I

Application in person or by letter to

desirable mechanical arrangement has now been in
use a sufficient length of time to show that il gives en
THIS
tire satisfaction, and actually is the more valued the more

r r e a r s o f p a y Se c a r ed

MAYO

C A N S ,

of all descriptions, promptly procured.

N o C h a r g e U n le s s S u c c e s s fu l.

E m b r o i d e r i n g M a t e r ia ls ,

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,

A

Crockery.

27tf

W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .

A .. S . R I C E ,

R emoval.

it.

H o siery a n d Gloves,

LSScsoLtek

T. A. W E N T W O R T H

O

F or Sale.

Remember the Place,

tL a la u a c a

A

Silks, Dress Goods, Shaw ls,

D

T"

ST

HOTEL.

S A IL -M A K IN G ,

C E R T A IN C U R E

G rass Seeds,

in great variety.

E .IL

T H O R N D IK E

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
70 S ta te S tre e t, o p p o s ite K ilb y S tr e e t.

S i® ® ©

PURCHASES AT MV STORE.

at night with a higher appreciation ol a comfortable bed
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
than ever before. It is an economical feature in a family
B O N N E T S B L E A C H E D A N D P R E S S E D . —a substltuie for feathers—and its elastic properties are
very great.—Kennebec Courier.
II. HATCH.
Rockland,
April
23,
1362.
43tf
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my house
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
with the Anderson Spring Bed Uot tom, and I take pleasure
MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P roprietors.
in recommending this article as the most convenient,
CO
C
II
It
A
N
October 15, 1861.
38lf
O ffice in W i l s o n & W h i t e ’s B lo c k ,
economical and comfortable thing of the kind with which
I am acquainted.
A IL ABBOTT,
' I l t a k e risks on Principal of Family School at Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
N. B. Pension Claims should be presented immediately.
We, the undersigned, having used the Anderson Spring
R eferences .—Hon Israel Washburn, Jr., Hon. Abner
w e l l i n g Houses,
Beii Bottom, E. Hennessey’s Valent, find it to be all that
Cobm
G. Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, Hon
G . W . H O D G E S , P ro p rie to r.
[ Household Furniture, it is recommended. We very cheerfully advise all who
E. K. Smart, A dj______John
__ _____
L. Hodsdou, Col. E. K. HurCORNEB MAIN ANU SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND. ding, Maj Gen. Win. H. Tilcomb.
have any dosire for ease and coin orl, to fill up their beds
| Stores, Stocks of Goods, with these Spring Bottoms. We unhesitatingly say, that
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
Single persons o- small Families accommodated with
we would not dispose of ours for ten times the cost, to be
board on liberal terms.
Finishing R i s k s on without
them in our families.
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
J. B. SHAW.
from the seven] steamers.
r buildings in process of
A. M. BRADLEY’, Prop. Rever i House, E. Vassalboro’.
Rockland April 17, 1860.
17tf
TO W H O M
I construction, and a 11 J. II. BARROWS, M. D.
JOHN HUSSEY, China House.
I other insurable properA. G. LONGFELLOW, Franklin House, Augusta,
DEN M S MOORE, Anson.
Lty, in the following coinMas. ABIGAIL M. TR a SK, Vassalboro’.
C - II. BRETT.
AT NO. 3 CROCKETT BLOCK,
I panics, known to be safe
BEN J. F. HOMANS.
El’H. BALLARD, Cushnoc House, Augusta.
'
and
prompt
in
the
ad
T COCHRAN’S loft mav be found all articles used in
B e it K n o w n , T h a t
J.
SHAW, China.
making und repairing sails.
justment of their losses
MRS. M. WEEKS, Vassalboro’.
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping in one cf
D u c k , B o lt R o p e , T w i n e , T h im b lcw , C o r d IIAHTI ORD 1-lRli INSURANCE CO.,
a g e and a lot of second hand fore and aft sails in good
Hartford Connecticut. Incorp. 1819. Charter perpetual. the Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms for the last three weeks
repair, for sale cheap.
Capital $'>00,000,....................Surplus upwards of $210,000. and 1 must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated’.
My wife, who is feeble, has had no good rest for six months
H. Huntington, l’res’t.
T . C. Allyn, Secretary.
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
till occupying one of these beds. She would not part with
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received TTAS ju st received and lias now in Store the
it on any account.
REV. JOHN ALLEN.
HOME INSURANCE CO.
the same is respectfully solicited.
Farmington, Feb 2P, 1862.
-LX largest and most perfect assortment of
Few York City.
Rockland, March II, 1862.
12tf
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated
Casl<Cupilal $1,000,000.........................Surplus $300,000. “ Anderson
Spring Bed Bottoms” to our sleeping apart
Chas. J. Martin, President.
ments. We give this Spring Beil Bottom a decided prefer
A. F. Wilinartli, Vice l’res’t.
J. M. Smith, Sec’y.
ence over any and all others we have ever used. Our
guestsspeak of them iu the highest terms. We recom
CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
mend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort
A t t o r n e y & C o u n se llo r a t L aw .
Hartford, Connecticut....................Cash Capital $250,000. of their guests.
ever offered to the public.
C. N. Bowers Prea’t.
C. C. Waite, Sec’y.
w. d. McLaughlin & son .
He ia weekly receiving large supplies from Boston and
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,
May 12, 1862.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
therefore keep posted on the variety of style and prices.
MAINE INSURANCE CO.
1 have used the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom for some
ROCKLAND, M E.
Augusta, Maine........................................ Capital $60,000. time past, and pronounce it superior to aiij thing I have
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1862.
3tf
M JEaV A N D R O Y S ,
known for ease, adaptation to the form and health. I
J. L. Cutler, President.
J. IL Williams, Sec’y.
think it preferable io the Spiral Spring bed which 1 have
laid aside lor this. I can with confidence recommend
NEW ENGLAND FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. just
GEORGE. W. FRENCH,
it to general use,
Hartford, Connecticut. *
E- C. BRETT, Counseller at Law.
Cash Capital $200,000...........................Assets over 230,000.
Oldtown, May 20, 1862.
A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n s e llo r a t L a w
N.M . Waterman, Pres’t.
Geo. D. Jew ett, Secr’y.
T he Anderson S piuxo Bed Bottom.—This is an im
provement upon anything of the kind heretofore invented.
Ko. 3 Spofford Block, is the Place.
TH O M A STO N. M E.
WESTERN MASS. INSURANCE CO.
Having personally tested itsexeellei.ee, we feel justified in
October 23, 1861.
43tf
Pittsfield, Mass....... Cash Capital and surp,
recommending it to the public ;i
Rockland, Juue 10, 1662.
25tf
easy spring bed, r
J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
liable to get out of order, lurnishiiig no possible reluge
vermin, ami presenting no objections that we can conceive
of
IO
its
universal
adopiion.
We
wish
everybody would
SPRINGFIE l D I IRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO.
enjoy the luxury of its use, and surely there are very few
Springfield, Mass.
Carii Capital 8200,000.................. Assets over $118,000 who ure unable to do so, as it is afforded at a surprisingly
■pVElIY VARIETY OF
low rate.—Maine Farmer.
Edmund Freeman, Pres’l.
Win. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
Testimonials similar io the above have been received
from the proprietors of the following public houses:
L a d ie s ’ M isses' a n d C h ild ren ’s
TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.
CHARTER OAK FIRE & MARINE CO.
Penobcsot Exchange, Bangor.
Hartford. Conn.......................................... Capital, $300,000
Soldiers wounded or 111 any way injured or who die
Franklin House, Bangor.
It. Gillett, President.
J . II. Sprague, Sec’y.
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
while in service Qthey or their heirs) can have the same
Lewiston ilou-e, Lewiston.
secured by applying, to
HAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Winthrop Ho e, Winthrop.
at W E N T W O R T H ’S E a l n b - Springfield, Mass..................... Capital ami assets,$220,000
Elmwood Hoi ?, Waterville.
•GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law.
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf
W. B. Calhoun,Pres’t.
J. C.Pynchou,Sec’y.
Litchfield Cor
Stoddard IIou se. Farmington.
Revere
House , V-issalfcoro’.
No.
2
Sp
offord
B
lo
c
k
.
CONWAY
FIRE
INSURANCE
CO
LYSANDER HILL,
China House, China.
Conway, Mass.......................................... Capital 8*200,000.
Rockland, July 29, 1862.
32lf
Franklin IIou •e, Augusta.
J. S. Whitney, Pres’t.
D. C. Rogers, Sec’y.
C o u n s e llo r & A tto r n e y a t L aw ,
Cushnoc IIou »e, Augusta,
Abbott’s Scho ol, Farmington.
TH O M A STO N, M E.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Eaton Boy’:>Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
Salem, Muss............................ Capital und Assets, $350,000.
American House, Belfast.
February’ 20, 1861.
gtf
A. Story, Pres’t.
J. T. Burnham, Sdc’y.
New England House, Belfast.
o - G - h l a z e l ;
Searsmout House, Searsmont.
Montville House, Moniville.
THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
U. II Hovey, Lincolnville.
Thomaston,
Maine.
at gpm v,
Atwood Levensaler, l’res’t.
Wm. R. Keith, Sec’y
G. W. Hodges, Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
Numerous testimonials from the press, and also from
L A D IE S A N D M IS S E S
PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
many persons of the highest respectability, have been re
B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A I N S T R E E T ,
Bangor, Maine.
ceived, commending the comfort and utility of the Ander
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
E. L. Hamlin, Prea’t.
B. Plummer, Sec’y. son Spring Beil Bottom iu the highest terms.
Rockland, July 12, 1860.
o(Jly
AGENTS—James L. Moody. Appleton.
E. M. Carlton, Hope and Camden.
L if e I n s u r a n c e .
M)ses Young, Lincolnville.
WILLIAM BEATTIE,
Life insurance effected in the following sound companies
August 29, 1862.
6m36
doing business on the most approved plans, and offering in
C o u n se llo r a n d A t t o r n e y a t L aw , J 8Le;"a7f“ mnL d,“ 7ipt,lon’ juat received by Sleamer ducements
second to no other companies. Premiums may
(Copyright secured.]
be paid quarterly, semi-annually, or yearly.
37if
J tO C K E A N D M A I N E .
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S,
PETER TEACHER & BROTHER. ‘
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
No. 2 Spofford Block.
Boston, Mass.............. Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.
Rockland, July 29, 1868.
32tf

NO. 4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
Rockland, Feb. 15, I860.
8tf
years*continues to secure Patents in the United States;
also iu Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and nil Pa
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms,
SUCCESSORS TO PIERCE «fc KALBB.
and with despatch. Researches m ule into American or
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of P at
DEALERS IN
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in
all inatiers touching the same. Copies of the claims of
M
S E m s
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it invcntcas have advantages for securing Patents, Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main st.
of ascertaining the patentability ol'Inventions unsurpassed
(
by, if not imtueusureably su p e rio r to, any which esn be EUEN U. MAYO,
offered them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given GEORGE F. KALER. j
March 3, 1859.
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAT
EN T OFFICE than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY,
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
RUSSELL MILLS
prove, that at no other office of the kind are the char! r professional services so moderate. The immense
O O T T O K T D U C K .
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has
T ow n SUleby DruS8‘8t« and. Dealers in every City and enabled him to accumulate a vast eoHectiou of specifica 'T'HE subscribers, having sold these very su«
T o W h o e v e r it M ay C o n c e rn .
tions and official decisions relative to p-. Itins.
perior C o lto n D u c k for several years past, have
August 23, 1865k.
g5|y
These, besid.es. his extensive library ol legal and mechan found that it is considered the best brand now in geueral
FFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY AND THEIR
ical works,, and lull accounts of patents granted in the use.
MEN—if deceased, their heirs entitled to Bounty
United States and Eutope, render him able, beyond ques
The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon
Money or Lands, Back Pay und Pensions for sevrices in
ers, Yachts, Pilot Boats and has fully proved that it will
tion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
any of the wars of the Unilod Slates from the Revolution,
AH necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a wear longer and “ bag ” lese than other kinds heretofore
including the present war. I have had many years ex
patent, aud the usual great delay there, are here saved in iu general use.
perience in procuring the different claims due for services
ventors.
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on
in the different claims due for services In the different
hand and for sale by
waiB and having the laws and opinions in such cases. 1
N. BOYNTON 4- CO.,
am prepared to assist any person who may wish my ser.
T E S T IM O N IA L S .
134 Commercial St.,
vices, on reasonable terras. Information given gratis. ’oy
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as o»e of the most capable and suc
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON.
mail or otherwise. 1 have had mbeh trouble in proc;urjn<j
cessful practitioners with whom 1 have had official inter
claims after others have been employed. To insv.re suc
course.”
CHARLES MASON.
cess, employ men that know how to do your business.
Commissioner of Patents.
Has removed his Stock of
O F F I C E M A IN S T R E E T ! LEWIS'
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
employ a person more competent and trustworthy
Belfast March 25, 1862.
Cm 14
A g r i c u lt u r a l I m p le m e n ts , S eeds cannot
and mote capable of putting their applications in a form
How Lost! How Restored,
to secure tor ihem an early and favorable consideration
at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
S to v e s a n d H a r d w a r e to
Just Published, in a Scaled Envelope. Ptice S ix Ce.its.
Mw it n o n
Late Commissioner of Patents.
E N E W AND PRETTY P A T T E R S Ju8, opening
Mr. K. II Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appllca- A L e c t u r e o n th e N a t u r e , T r e a t m e n t a n d
1 for «ale low by
U. U. CR1E.
ttons, on all but one of which patents has been granted,
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK,
1, 1862.
19tf
und that is now pending. Such umnistakeable proof of Radical Cure of Spermatorrheeea or Seminul We akites*.
great talent and ability on his part leads me to reccom- Involuntary Einmtssions, Sexual Debility, and Impedi
where he will be hoppy lo sec lit. old friends and custom- mend all inventors to apply to him to precure their pa ments to Marriage generally, Nervousness, Consumption,
S e lf- e a tin g
era. He also offers a new and splendid assortment of
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful at Epilepsy und Fits; Mental untH’hysical Incapacity, result
tention bestowed on their cuscb, and at very reason ing from Self-Abuse, Ac__By ROUT. J . CULVER W ELL,
M. D., Author o f the Green Book, tfC.
able charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
H A Y IN G TOOLS,
The world-renowned author, in thia admirable Lecture,
During eight months the subscriber, iu course of his
proves from his own experience that th e awful
large piuclice, made on twice rejected applications SIX clearly
at very low prices.
consequences
of Selfe-nbuse inuy be effectually removed
N which all kinds of Fruit and Vegetables may be kept
TEEN APPEALS, EVERYONE of which was decided without medicine,
and without dangerous surgica 1 opera
the year tound, and remain as good as when put up.— Please call and be convlhced that that is the fact. In his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
tions,
bougies,
instruments, rings, or cordia’s, pointing out
For sale by
«
«
R - n - ED D Y .
a
mode
of
cure
at once certain and effectual, b y which
Rockland,
July
1,
1862.
28lf
S. M. VEAZIE, N o. 2 Atlantic Block.
Boston, D ec. 2,1861.
1y51
every
sufferer,
no
matter
what his condition may be, may
Rockland, August 1. 1862.
32tf
cure bimsels cheaply, privately, and radically. 'This lec
ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousand s.
Sent under sea’, in a plain envelope, to any address, on
E House, No. 5 Elm Street, occupied by M. W . Far
the receipt cf six ce.'ts, or two postage stamps, by address
FINE ASSORTMENT JUST RECEIVED ing,
well, Esq. Apply to
H. M. V. CHAPMAN.
rest, by
D b . CHAS. J . C. KLJNE.
the best qualiliei, as low i
- and for sale as low as the lowest, at the Brook, by
II.
CBIE.
South Montvllle.
127 Bow ery, N ew York, Post Office
H .U . CR1E.
18tf
May 1, 1662.

F R U IT

S tra w , F a n c y & M ourning B o n n e ts

C H A .R L E S A . M I L L E R ,

(Successors to J. W. Brown,)
-----Dealers in -----

Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act o f 1857.)

A .n tl F a n c y G o o d s ,

l!!!!|gta N O . 4 6 E L M S T R E E T ,

R . 11. IIJ ID Y ,

BOSTON.

RO CKLAND .

consisting in part of the following articles:

I shall make the prices Low E nough to make it an ob
ject for all in want of Goods in my line, to make their

NO 1 , B R O A D W A Y *

S a m a r ita n S a lve,

WITH PERFECT FAST COLORS.

STREE T,

S e p t e m b e r lO tli.

JOHN E. MERRILL, P roprietor,
It is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of all
orders, the superior character and style of every des
cription of work, the judicious and tasteful selec
tion of new type, the adoption of all

DYE COLORS,

URSUAN T to a license from Hon. H. Alden, Judge of
Probate for the County of Knox, the undersigned will
sell at pubiic Auction, on Thursday the Sixteenth day
October next, at two o’clock in the afternoon at the late,
residence of Hairiet B. Wooster deceased-, in Rockland in
said county, the following real estate, viz :—A lot of land
These Dye Colors are expressly for family use. having
and buildings thereon, situated on the north side of Cedar
Street in ward one, in Rockland, in said County, consist been perfected at great expense, after many years of study
ing of tlie Homestead of said Harriet B. Wooster and a lot and experiment. The goods are ready to wear in from
to three hours’ lime. The process is simple, aud any
of land adjoining, containing three-fourths of an acre more
or less. Also, will be sold at said time and place, said one cun use the dyes with perfect success.
Harriet B. Wooster interest in an Island known as Lime
G R EA T ECO N OM Y !
Island, iu or near Camden Harbor in said County.
EP A S A V IN G O F 8 0 P E R C E N T . -CE
4w38
O. G. HALL, Administrator.
In every family there will be found more or less of wens-,
ing apparel which could be dyed, and made to look as well
as new. Many articles that become a little worn, soiled,
I n a l l e a s e s , o r N o C h a r g e s M a d e . or out of style, are thrown aside. By using these Dyes,
R. DOW is consulted daily, from 8 a . m. to 8 r. n . as they can be changed to any cclor or shade in a very short
time,
at a small expense. You can have a number of
above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every
name and nature, having by bis unwearied attention andshades from the same dye, from the lightest shade to
extraordinary success gained a reputation which culls pa the full color, by following the directions on the inside of
package.
tients from all pans of the country to obtain advice
At every store where these Dyes are sold, can be seen
Among the physicians in Boston, none stand higher in
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End samples of each color, on Silk and Wool.
All who have used these Family Dye Colors pronounce
icott street, Boston. Those who need the services of an
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call. them to be a most useful, economical and perfect article.
Numtrous testimonials could be given from Indies who.
P. 8. Dr. Dow imports and has for snle'a new article,
called the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for S i, have used these Dyes; but in this case it is not required.,
a8A,s rea* VHlue and usefulness are found upon one trial.
and a red stamp.
Manufactured by H O W E & S T E V E N S , Practical
April, 1862.
161y
Chemist, 258 Broadway, Boston.

As I desire to close out the entire lot previous to

337

D E N T IS T R Y ? ^

L I S T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff
Brown, Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Dark Green,
Light Green, Pink, Purple, Slate, Cr imson, Salmon, Scar
oflet. Dark Drab, Light Drab, Yellow, Light Yellow’, Orange
Magenta, Solferino, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.

G oods,

Together with

X .O X 7 V

RO CK

A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f

A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN S T .
Rockland, September 2, 1861.

This has been so long used and so univer
sally known, that wc need do no more than
JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,
assure the public that its quality is kept up to
tlie best it ever has been, and that it may bo j N o . 3 CU S T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S ta ir s )
relied on to dotali it has ever done.
i Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than It A ttorney^ and Counsellors a t Law,
cun be bought iu any hair store in Boston,
Prepared by
D r . J. C. Aver & Co.,
O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
1 will huII a Lady’s French Wig two dollars less than i
Practical and Analytical Chemists, j! COst.
MAIN ST R E E T ................................... ROCKLAND, ME
Lowell, Mass.
| 1 will sell a Frlzette from three Inches to five and a quar- 1 1‘fiTEB T aacueb.
R. p. e . T iia cu e b .
ler Inches, from fifty cents to one dollar less than can bp !
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
bought in Boston.
Agents,—C. P. FESSENDEN, F. G. COOK, J. H. I will sell a Hair Band from one to two dollars less.

3w88

F u rn is h in g

AND R U B B E R S ,

P

A d m i n is tr a t o r ’s Sale.

at Ao. 4 Perry Block,
L IM E

Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,

Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in

I will sell the best Hair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
i
HALL, A CO., LEVI M. ROBBINS, Rockland ; A. 1). AlmoiitJ, W. M. Cook, Thomastrn ; .1. T. Dana, Dama
LwJies In particular are requested to call at my root*,8 !
riscotta ; Jas. Perry, Camden 5 C. Young, J r , Rockport. and examine the work, as 1 am sute they will be satisfied i
E . P . CHASE,
W. L. Al.Jen, & Co., Bangor, and W. F. Philips, Port with both price and material.
land, Wholesale AgentsOttDKitB EOK C ustom W ork promptly executed and
?
1>
E N T 1 S T ,
entire
naiisfaction
warranted.
September 18, 1862.
3&ly
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my i
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
humble efforts to please the public in the past, 1 shall en- S
Office in X Vilaon & W h i t e ’i B lo c k .
ceavor io use my best efforts to retain the present trade 1
aud respectfully solicit an exteation of tlie same.
Artificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give saiiafa©A d m i n is tr a t r ix Sale.
lion in every respect. All operations performed on
S H A V IN O D E P A R T M E N T .
URSUANT to a license from the Hon. Judge of Pro
teeth, in the moat skillful munner.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curlin" natural
Rockland, February 18, 1862.
9tf
bate for the County of Waldo, the undesigned Admiua.id Frizzling done a little better than at any other estubntratix of the Goods and Estate of Thomas Bartlet’ ’
lishmev, ia Hie State, this is what the neopie say.
of Hope, in the County of Knox, deceased.
. lute
D R. J . E S T E N ,
public Auction, at her residence iLaaid ”
will sell by
R A D IK S ’ P R I V A T E R O O M
the thirteenth day of Ociober re - nope, on Monday
or HAIR CUT I ING and SHAMPOOING, which will be H o c e o p a t h i e P h y s i c i a n
afternoon, the following
wAt, at two o’clock in the
done for half the usual prices.
O ffice in W i l s o n &. W l i i t c ’i* B l o c k ,
undivided half par’
.escribed real estate, viz*. One
Particular ultetitum paid to cutting Beys and Misses
Hope and h**_ of a certain lot of land situated in said
R O C K L A N D , IV/c.
Hair.
and «•'
.unded as follows: v iz b e g in n in g at a stake
R
esidence on Water Street, first house north of A C
mnes at the original coiner of lots of Elisha, Ebenezer
PERFUM ERY
Sp riding’s.
and Enos Phiibiick; thence northerly on the original line
Rockland,
June
5, 1860.
.24if
of
all
descriptions
for
sale
at
this
establishment.
of sai«| lots one hundred and one rods to a stake and stones
a’, the corner of Henry Harwood’s land *, thence westerly
THOM AS FR Y E,
on said Harwood’s, Elisha Philbrick’s, Sherman’s and Ful
which is for sale at his establishment und by Druggists
ler’s line 98 rode to the corner of Ebenezer Philhrick’s land;
FOR
generally. Every mother should not fail 19 have a box in
thence southerly on said Harwood’s, Philbrick’s and Asa
Cole’s land 110 rods to stake and stones in line of Enos D y e in g S il k , W o o l e n a n d C o tto n G oods, the house in case of accident.
O F F IC E N O . 1 K IM B A L L . B L O C K , V
Philbrick’s land ; thence ou the original line 94 rods to
MR. J L. GIOFR a Y will sell his stock of Salve now
(Over the Store o f M. C. Andrews.)
S h a w ls , S c a r f s , D r e s s e s , R ib b o n s ,
first bound.
on hand consisting of 4000 Boxes for 13 cis per Box.
D w e l l i n g H o u s e , o u S p r in g S t r e e t .
Also one undivided thirteenth part of the estate ofGeorge
G lo v e s, B o n n e t s , l i n t s , F e a t h 
opposite
Dirigo Engine House.
J. L. GIOFRAY.
Bartlett, late of South Thomaston deceased, situated at
ALL
ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
e r s , K id G lo v e s ,
Rockland, Dec. 25, I860.
(Sept. 20, 1859. 39tf)
the “ Head of the Bay” so called in said South Thomaston.
will be promptly attended to.
All of which was property of the said Thomas Bartlett, C h ild r e n 's C l o t h i n g , a u d a l l k in d s o f W e a r 
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
4gt
deceased.
i n g A p p a r e l,
SARAH P. BARTLETT, Ad.ninisiratix.
Hope, Sept. 11, 1662.

FANCY GOODS,

Spring and Summer Millinery.

The attention of Merchants, Manufacturers, Truders, and
all others in want of Printing is invited to this
Establishment, which pontains

CHERRY PECTORAL,

FAM ILY

saved from the late fire, to the

!

L a d ie s a n d G e n tle m e n

T h e W o rld ’s G re a t R em ed y for
C oughs, C olds, I n c ip ie n t Con
s u m p tio n , a n d fo r th e re lie f
o f C o n su m p tiv e p a tie n ts
in a d v a n c e d sta g e s
o f th e d isea se.

— AND—
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E P H R A IM W . B A P T L E T T ,

A Y E R ’S

KNOX COUNTY’—In Court of Probate, held at Rockland
on the second Tuesday of September, 1862.
OSEPH M. GLEASON, Guardian of LUCY BURNS,
of Union, in said County, minor, having presented his
third account of Guardianship of said ward lor allowance:
Ordered, ThHt notice thereof be given, three weeks suc
cessively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rockland, in
said County, that all persons may attend at a Probate Court
to be held nt Rockland, on the second Tuesday of October
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the said ac
count should not be allowed.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
A true copy,—Attest : A. S. R ice , Register. 3w39

B lo c k .

M IL L IN E R Y

TTAVINGwremoved tho balance of my Stock

B o a r d s a t th e T h o r n d ik e H o t e l,—where calls
Store next E ast of the E xpress Office, on
may be left when the Da. cannot be found at his office.
Dr. Estabrook will be pleased to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at his o ffice , where he may
B s t a t o l i s l i m e n t ! be
L im e R o c k S treet.
found day or night.
Particular attention given to diseases of the eye and
Ear.
(ESTABLISHED, A. D. 1846.)
I shall be pleased to have my friends anu the pub lie gen
Rockland, April 2, 1862.
3m 15
erally cull and examine the same before making tneir pur
chases of
O ffice, N o . 5 , C u a to n i H o u s e B lo c k * (JJpStairs,)

M

KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of September 1862.
ANE CLARK, widow of CHARLES CLARK, late of
Rockland, in said County, deceased, having presented
her application for allowance out of the personal estate of
said deceased :
O rdered , That notice thereof he given, three weeks
successively, in the Rocklund Gazette, printed in Rock
land, in said County, that all persons interested may at
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
second Tuesday of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petition should not be
granted.

O f f i c e ,— 3 >ills l> x ip y ’s N e w

JO B P R IN T IN G

F IR E ! F IR E !! F IR E !!!

E x tr e m e ly L o w P r ic e s.
Please call and see, and be convinced that tlie place
where you can get SUITED BEST, where you can BU Y
CHEAPEST, and where goods are NEVER MISREPRE
SENTED, is at

JY. R .

EDWARD HARRIS’

B IL L S

C J A T J T IO lS r
AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat
N o r t h S to r e iu W a l k e r D lo c k ,
rons that lie is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
Head, o f Park Street and Spear Block,
qualities of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE T o F e m a le s iu D e lic a te H e a lth .
BRATED LASTS, which are the latest and most improv
ROCKLAND, Me .
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 uud 9 Endicott
ed pattern yet brought before the public.
June 24, 1862.
27tf
Street, Boston, is consulted dariy for all diseases incident
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, oi falling of the
T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual
is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed derangements, ure all treated upon new pathological
In accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very lew
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a days. So invariably certain is this new inode of treat
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and
and 9 Endicott Street, Boston, on all diseases of a
the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
LASTS.
Dr Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.
The principles herein suggesied and followed out by
of diseases of women and children, than any other
By a long course of study and practical experience of careful aud patient reasoning and experiment has now for cure
unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now the gratification ol pre the first time been practically and fullv developed and ap physician in Boston.
Boarding
accomodations for patients who may wish to
senting the unfortunate with remedies that have never, plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com stay in Bo-ton
a lew days under his treatment.
since he first Introduced them, failed to cure the moat fortable and easy at first, no matter how thick or substan
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
alarming cuses of
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predeslrian
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
purposes
cannot
be
exaggerated,
and
conferring
advanta
GONORRHOEA A N D SY PH ILIS.l
Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who and
United States.
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and suffer from TENDER FEET.
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
Impure blood, lmpotency, Scrofula, Gonorrhoea, Ulcers,
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS will not be answered*
Office Hours from 8 a . m. to 9 p . jp
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses, will hardly be reconciled to wear any oilier. As one ex
April, 1862.
16Iy
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible claims ! “ To all peisons who wish to have a neat fitting
symptoms nitending this class of disease, are made to be Boot and one in which they can take solid comfort I
come us harmless os the simplest uilings of a child.
Portland and New York Steamers.
would say try this Lust, and they will cry,
SEM INAL W EAKNESS.
The splendid and fast Steamship
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of his time to the treatment In short, this Last is made to f it the foot.
.^ ■ J . hX
C H ESA PEA K E, Capt. S. Crowell,
of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which
ruius the body and mind, unfitting the unformnate Indi
iSa-nrpl© B o o t s
will until further notice run as follows :
vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel
Leaves Brown’s Whnrl,Portland, every WEDNESDAY
be examined and by pulling on a Bool any one can b
ancholy effects produced by enrly habits of youth, are can
at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 9, North River, New
Weakness of the Back and limbs. Dizziness of the Head, but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
York, every SATURDAY', at 3 o’clock, P. M.
T h e fin e s t brniids* o f S to c k are worked at this
Dimness of sight. Palpitation of the iieart, Dyspepsia, Ner
Tire vessels are titling up with line accommodations for
vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions. Symp establishment by the best workmen in the State, and passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
toms of Consumption. <fcc. The fearful effects on the satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders filled with fortable route for travellers between New York and Maine.
mind are much to be dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion promptness and despatch.
Passage $5.00, including Fare and State Room.
of Ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
J o b b in g * of all kinds done with neatness,
of society, self-distrust, timidity, & c., are umong the evils
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
P. 3. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed Quebec,
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
Shippers ure requested to send their Freight to tbe
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and be at upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to ousi- steamers us earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that she leaves
uess to merit a liberal share in the future.
once restored to health und happiness.
Portland.
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
For Freight and Passage apply to
Give him an early Call, at
ment a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleas
EMERY A FOX, Portland.
ant rooms, and charges for board moderate
H. U CROMWELL, A CO., No 86 W est Street, N . Y
No.
4,
SpotTord
Block,
up
Stairs.
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di
December, 3,1861.
(N ov. 25.)
50tf
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1861.
3m52
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
Dr. Dow hay also for sale the French Capottes, warranted
the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for $1, aud a
N IC H O L S ’
red s'am p.
N o tic e .
April, 1862.
I61y
Committee on Claims and Accounts will be in ses
E lix ir o f B a rk a n d Iro n ,
T HE
sion at the Custom House, the first Friday of every
L a -V o n e s D ia g ra m s ,
r.th until olheiwise ordered.
p o l l Sale at
T. K. OSGOOD,
JIO R Cutting Ladles Dresses. For sale at
J. S. HALL i CO.’S
C. L. ALLEN,
J* Committee.

T

Im n o rta n t to th e Afflicted

